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The HOTTEST place for radio!
LATEST
VERSION
PRICE
MATCH
see web

Icom IC-7100 Icom’s most popular radio
includes SD card and HM151 DTMF mic
IC-7100 ...HF to UHF multi-band + 4m ........£1049.95
IC-7200 ...HF+6m Robust transceiver.............£829.95
IC-7600 ...HF+6m twin DSP base TX............£2595.00
IC-7410 ...HF+6m all mode base TXr ...........£1499.95
IC-9100 ...HF+VHF+UHF Transceiver ............£2699.95
IC-718 .....HF 100W Basic HF Transceiver .......£594.95
IC-2730E .145/433MHz large screen..............£269.95
ID5100E...Standard Version Dual Band D-Star...£499.95
ID51E Plus...NEW Dual band handheld D-Star ..£389.95

PRICE
MATCH
see web

PRICE
MATCH
see web

TS480SAT..100W mobile/base HF/6m, ATU/DSP .£699.95
TS480HXE...200W DSP mobile/base HF/6m ....£799.95
TS-2000E ....HF/50/144/430 MHz transceiver.£1429.95
TH-D72E .....VHF/UHF H/H GPS TNC APRS .......£399.95
TM-V71E..Twinband 145/433MHz with APRS..£299.95
MC90 .........Deluxe desktop microphone.........£189.95
MC60A....Classic style desktop microphone ....£122.95
HS5 ............Comms headphones 8 Ohms .........£52.95
HS6.........Lightweight headphones 12.5 Ohms..£35.95

FTDX3000..100W HF/6m all mode TX ........£1729.95
FTDX1200..100W HF/6m all mode TX ........£1149.95
FT857D......Multiband HF/VHF/UHF mobile ...£599.95
FT817ND ...All mode multiband portable ......£439.95
FT450D......100W all mode HF/6m + ATU ....£499.95
FT7900 ......Twinband 145/433MHz mobile...£219.95
FT2900 ......Powerful 75W 145MHz mobile ...£129.95
FT1DE..Ipx5 digital handy .....(after £29 cashback) £195.00
FT2DE........Digital twinbander HERE NOW ...£349.95
FTM400DE.Colour screen VHF/UHF ..............£479.95
FTM100DE.New C4FM 50W Dual Band Mobile .£299.95
MD100A8X..Desktop microphone ..................£99.95
MD200 ......Studio quality microphone..........£189.95
VX3E .........Miniature twinband handy .........£119.95
VX6E .........Submersible 145/433MHz handy .£164.95

Kenwood TS590SGE

Metro VNA Pro

FREE UK
mainland
postage

NETWORK ANTENNA ANALYSER
With Bluetooth or USB connectivity

NEW

Phone not
included

Kenwood TS-990S
Kenwood's Flagship
HF/6m Radio

• Dual TFT display
• 200W output
• High performance RX
• Touch Screen - colour display
• Frequency coverage: 1 - 180 MHz
• Measures : SWR, R, Z, X, phase, Filters,
Return Loss, Transmission Loss
(display as single or simultaneously)
• Link via Bluetooth or USB to your Smartphone, ...
Android, Tablet or computer
• Portable - uses 5,000 mAh Li-Ion
Rechargeable batteries
• Fast - refreshes in less than 0.1 sec.
• Export data in easy formats, 'jpg, csv, .pdf, Zplot
• Compatible with IG/VNA, VNA/J, BluVNA & more
• Compatible OS: Windows, Linux, Android, MAC OSX
• Firmware upgradeable
• Dimensions: 125mm x 95mm x 20mm
• Weight 200 g.
FREE DELIVERY

£249.95

FT-991 Fully featured
HF/50MHz/VHF/UHF transceiver

100W HF/6m all mode transceiver

Generous
PART-X or
Finance terms
call for quote

£5,295

IPX5 digital
145/433MHz Handy

£299.95 £224

AOR AR-DV1

Rotators & Accessories

NEW

G1000DXC
Heavy duty
Rotator

Decodes virtually ALL popular Digital Modes
DMR, Dstar, Yaesu Fusion, & lots more!
• 100kHz - 1300MHz Wide band reception
• Memory Scan, NR, Notch,
• SD card reader, Clock, Calendar
• Latest firmware installed before dispatch
OUR PRICE

£1199.95

£499.95

G2800DXC..Extra heavy duty rotator.........£799.95
G650C ........Rotator + 40m cable kit ........£479.95
G450C ........Rotator + 25m cable kit ........£399.95
40m-WP......40m rotator cable w/plugs.....£114.95
25m-WP......25m rotator cable w/plugs.......£65.95
GS-065........Medium stay bearing ...............£55.95
GS-050........Standard stay bearing ..............£39.95

WANTED FOR CASH
- GOOD QUALITY RADIOS!
...or generous PX against NEW

DAIWA - Quality Meters
CN-801HP

Yaesu FT1-DE

CN-801SII

Professional
Professional
Series
Series
0.9-2.5GHz 2kW Power/
200mW/2/20W
SWR meter
• Range: 1.8-200MHz
• Range: 0.9-2.5GHz
• 20/200/2000W
• Power range: 0.2/2/20W
• PEP reading SWR/power mtr • SWR detection
sensitivity: 0.1W
£129.95 £109.95
£199

CN-801VN

Professional
Series
20/200W
VHF/UHF
(140-525MHz)
• Range: 140-525MHz
• Power range: 20/200W

£119.95

Quality guy rope full range in stock
100m drums
M- Series - hi-strength guy rope using
‘Dyneema Max’ technology
M2 ..2mm 240kg B/s ............£37.95
M3 ..3mm 100m 390kg Drum ..£58.95
M4 ..4mm 900kg B/s ..........£125.95
M5 ..5mm 1150kg B/s ........£189.95
M6 ..6mm 1850kg B/s ........£237.95
M8 ..8mm 2600kg B/s ........£336.95
P2 ..2mm 100kg B/s .............£14.95
P3 ..3mm 200kg B/s .............£21.95
P4 ..4mm 400kg B/s 100m Drum.£29.95
P5 ..5mm 500kg B/s .............£46.95
P6 ..6mm 850kg B/s .............£79.95
P8 ..8mm 1,300kg B/s ..........£89.95
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Editorial
Dennis Andrews, F5VHY

As we embark on a new year of DXing and contesting, it’s a pleasure to
present a bumper edition of the Digest to, hopefully, get you all in suitable
mood to take advantage of all the good things that will be on the bands
during the coming months.
The recent survey indicated that 23% of our members are on the DXCC
Honour Roll and that 48% have worked over 300 countries. It will be
interesting to see how many more reach the top of the tree after the DXpeditions of the
coming months have done their stuff. As Nigel – G3TXF, mentions in his column this month, the
large number of potential band spots will take many people closer to the illusive 3,000 mark for
the DXCC Challenge.
Sitting at home in a comfortable shack, it’s often so easy to be critical of a DXpedition operation
that seems to be taking too long to provide you with that ‘essential’ QSO. It’s easy to overlook
the problems that the team have overcome to get there in the first place and then the
challenges they may be facing in keeping the operation going.
The three DXpedition reports in this Digest powerfully illustrate these points. The S79C team
that put the new IOTA spot of Coetivy Island on the air for the first time achieved their 20,000
contact target but only after overcoming significant issues such as bureaucracy, transport and
excess baggage. The article is an object lesson in how perseverance pays off.
The German team that went to the Marshall Islands as V73D, although operating from a
potentially good location with relatively easy airline access and good hotel accommodation,
found themselves restricted by a continual S7 noise level.
There were many critical comments on the conduct of the TX3X expedition to Chesterfield –
including many on our own reflector. But as their report reflects, despite their high level of
planning, they faced a number of unexpected challenges. A K-index of at least 4 all the time
they were there, together with continual high winds that restricted antenna deployment and
heavy seas that made communication between the reef and their support vessel difficult,
eventually meant that they only achieved just over 60% of their planned 80,000 QSO target.
So if you have a New-year resolution list, perhaps add a line as a reminder to show lots of
understanding to the groups that will be taking off to those remote and sometimes icy islands,
when that band/mode spot doesn’t get into the log on the first day.
Much of CDXC Committee interaction is via Skype. So it was a pleasure to find myself in UK in
early December and be able to take part in a face-to-face meeting which coincided with the
Hog Roast at the Martin Lynch emporium in Staines. Likewise, I find myself in UK in March and
will look forward to attending the Annual Dinner – details of which appear in this Digest. As
they say, book early to avoid disappointment!
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Chairman's Chat
Chris Duckling, G3SVL
Welcome to a New
Year. I hope you have
added all the
forthcoming
DXpeditions and your
contests to your shack
calendar. I use an
electronic version and the rule in our house
is if it isn’t in the electronic diary Jenny can
book something into that space – that
keeps me on my toes!
Strategy and the future of CDXC
You will recall that in May of this year the
then Committee met to discuss the future
direction of CDXC. In July the newly-elected
Committee set about a member’s survey
which ran in September. With that analysed
we met again in early December to pull all
of the strands together and produce some
future direction strategies and actions. I’d
like to thank Martin Lynch for allowing us to
use one of his rooms on the day of his
annual Hog Roast for our December
meeting.
Elsewhere in this edition of the Digest you
will find a full description of the results and
our proposed actions. There were some
areas where the member’s survey surprised
us and caused us to re-visit our priorities.
We believe we are there to serve the
members, so that means your views count
above any we might have (unless we have
data you do not).
There were 184 comments added by
members to the survey and those would
take up too much Digest space, so they will
be in the member’s pages of the website by
the time you read this.
We got a very clear steer, especially from
question 26, that members wish CDXC to
continue its growth but want ‘quality over
quantity’. We will take that to heart in our
future marketing campaigns. I am
4

particularly excited about the initiatives we
have agreed for: an e-Digest, a trial of a
stand at Friedrichshafen and working on a
mentor programme to help those new to
DX to develop their skills.
The CDXC Reflector
Ah, the Reflector: evidence if it was ever
needed that you can please some of the
people all of the time, all of the people
some of the time but you will never please
all of the people all of the time! It is a
tremendous resource: from guidance on
safely rescuing a bent tower, to living with a
pacemaker, to EMC from LED lights and of
course comment – and boasting – about DX
and DXpeditions. But sometimes it gets out
of hand.
It was the item that was most raised in the
survey comments question and your
Committee have spent a long time
deliberating on what to do. For many it is
the off-topic items or those where only two
or three people are engaging that irritate
them. We do not want to inhibit free
speech and we all know that the best
solution is for the members of the Reflector
to self-regulate, i.e. follow the rules and the
additional guidelines that you will find on
page 8 of this Digest. If there are members
who really do want a ‘chat room’ then let’s
hear from them and we can set one up in
addition to the Reflector.
Annual Dinner / AGM
Please do take a look at the
announcements for the annual dinner and
AGM/Summer Social. Don’t just put the
dates in your diary; go to our website and
book now!
All that remains is to wish all members
good luck with the great DXpeditions this
first quarter of 2016 – I’ll see you in the
pile-ups.

President’s Patter
Don Field, G3XTT
May I join the other
contributors in wishing all
members and your families the
very best for 2016. The year
starts with a bang, with some
much sought-after expeditions
in the pipeline. January sees
ZL9A (now known as the New Zealand subAntarctic Islands), K5P (Palmyra) and VP8STI
(South Sandwich) among others. In February we
can expect VP8SGI (South Georgia), 3XY1T
(Guinea) and several more of note. March
brings 3C7GIA (Bioko Island), VK9CK (Cocos
Keeling) and, of course, VK0EK (Heard) plus
FT4JA (Juan de Nova). I know I will be sure to
have a checklist of needed slots on the shack
wall to ensure that I don’t accidentally miss one
(which I did a couple of years ago with a
potentially easy 12m slot on one expedition,
having convinced myself that I already had it).
Your Committee
The CDXC Committee does a great job keeping
the Club running – all but one Committee
member were at the recent meeting at Martin
Lynch’s place, despite two of our number living
in France. I’ve served on various amateur radio
committees for most of the past 30 years ago,
whether local, national or international. No one
does it for financial reward, of course. Most of
us end up out of pocket (there’s not
reimbursement for travel from most amateur
radio committees, for example). It’s not for
recognition, either – there was rarely a thank
you but there were plenty of complaints,
especially when I served on RSGB committees.
As Chris says in his Chairman’s Chat, it’s
impossible to please all of the members all of
the time. I guess we do it because we value the
hobby and want to make a modest
contribution. I’d make a plea, though, that each
and every one of you supports the Committee
as the year goes on, whether it’s by paying your
subs on time, not upsetting other members,
making contributions to the Digest (see below),
doing what you can to support our social events
and so on. And do give your Committee
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members a pat on the back when you see them
(or, better still, buy them a beer!).
Reflector
Chris comments in his piece about Reflector
usage and we will be publicising some guidance
on this. Sadly the reflector does seem to be a
major source of angst for some members and
has led to some resignations. The irony is that,
based on reflector postings alone, there are a
couple of members (no names, no pack drill!) I
might have thought were complete social
misfits and yet, when I’ve met them in person,
they turn out to be quite human. We all need to
consider our posts before rushing into print.
Personally, my particular bête-noire are those
posts along the lines of “well, xyz expedition
might be QRV at the moment but (a) I don’t
need it or (b) I’ll never work it because I’m ‘at
work’, ‘don’t have an antenna for that band’,
‘am too busy posting the reflector’, etc. (cross
out any that don’t apply).” Do the rest of the
members need to know? Do they care? But for
every such post, they are usually several
constructive ones, as Chris points out. Having
seen what’s on some of the more general
amateur radio reflectors, ours is a paragon of
good behaviour!
The Digest
Other than the reflector, probably the most
visible aspect of the club’s activities is this
Digest. I am delighted that Dennis has made
such a great start. The recent survey makes
clear the value that most of you place on the
Digest. The Committee (and the Editor)
recognise that you’d like a broader range of
articles and maybe a new slant on some of the
DXpedition write-ups. But much of this is in the
hands of others – the Editor can only work with
what he receives. If you can help, either
yourself or by twisting a friend’s arm to make a
contribution, then please do so.
73 Don G3XTT

Do I have your attention? Good! Please take a few moments to review this note.
It is some years now since Gordon G3USR became CDXC Treasurer and he has indicated that he
would like to move on from the Treasurer’s position to other areas of the Club’s activities within the
next 6 to 12 months. As a result we are looking for a suitable candidate club member to take over
the Treasurer’s position.
The Treasurer is a key member of the CDXC committee and is responsible for all our financial
transactions as well as ensuring that the committee are well briefed on financial aspects of the
Club’s operations. As a result the ideal candidate would have substantial financial expertise either
gained in an accountancy practice or in business. Having an accountancy qualification would be
ideal although this is not essential as qualification by career experience would also be acceptable.
The position would suit someone who is either already retired from full time work or who is
considering or approaching retirement and would like to ensure that they continue to have some
challenges in their retirement activities.
Does this sound like you … or does it remind you of another CDXC Member who might be interested
in joining the Committee as Treasurer? If so please get in touch with Chairman, Chris G3SVL for an
explanatory chat. You could also get in touch with Treasurer, Gordon G3USR who would be happy
to tell you more about the Treasurer’s position and what is involved.
Thanks for reviewing this and helping to contribute to the ongoing efficient management of CDXC.

New Members -Tony Bettley, G4LDL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new and re-joining members:
Callsign

Name

QTH

M0NAY

Chris Pegrum

Tunbridge Wells

GI4VHO

David Calderwood

Lisbellaw, NI.

2E0LDZ

Trevor Clapp

Farnham Common

G6JMX

Barry Wendon

East Sheen

M0PMV

Paul Mansfield

Swindon

G3SBP

Dave Gynn

Devon

We regret to record the passing of the following CDXC member:
G8CGZ David Moore
Our thoughts are with his family and loved ones.
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CDXC Annual Dinner 2016
Saturday 19th March 2016
Afternoon: Noon – 5pm

Dinner: 7.30pm

The Dinner will again be held at The Calcot Hotel, 98 Bath Road, Reading, Berks. We will have a
private room and you will be entertained by an after dinner speaker. The Dinner is 7pm for
7.30. Why not come along early and do some pre-socialising before the main event? The
Annual Dinner is one of the two social events in the CDXC calendar and certainly not to be
missed. So, as they say, book early to avoid disappointment.
Please book electronically if possible: On the CDXC Web site follow News & Events – Events
Calendar – 2016 Annual Dinner and follow the registration instructions. Or:
Email Tony at sec@cdxc.org.uk with your booking details and pay £30 per person by online
bank transfer to CDXC, sort-code 60-60-02, account 44532385. Please quote your personal call
sign as your reference.
Alternatively: Complete the booking details in this Digest and return by ordinary mail to Tony,
G4LDL, 1 Dovetrees, Covingham, Swindon, SN3 5AX with your cheque made payable to “CDXC”
for £30 per person.
On receipt of your booking and payment details, Tony will confirm your booking.
Please note if you have not booked electronically via the web site, it is not confirmed until
you have received the confirmation from Tony.
The hotel is located approximately 1m from M4 Junction 12 towards Reading centre.
Can I stay overnight at Calcot Hotel?
Yes. Contact the hotel direct on 0118 914 5912 or enquiries @calcothotel.net.
A “Google” search shows the same price from most of the on-line booking agencies.
Is there any alternative overnight accommodation?
Yes, there are three Premier Inns and three Travel Lodges within around five miles.
Any other questions?
Please contact Tony, G4LDL at sec@cdxc.org.uk or by telephone on 01793 525523

CDXC 2016 AGM & Summer Social
Following our successful “first time” AGM & Summer Social at Wing last year it has been
decided that as Wing is such a convenient central location, this year’s event will also be held
at Wing Village Hall.
So please put the date in your diaries now, or better still, go to our website and register. We
are finalising the cost which will hopefully be the same as 2015. That will all be announced,
with the usual flyer, in the March Digest.
12:00 Saturday 16th July 2016
The Village Hall, Wing, Oakham, Rutland LE15 8SA
Followed by the Summer Social with the usual extensive BBQ
Register at http://www.cdxc.org.uk/calendar
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CDXC Reflector – making it useful for everyone
It’s not what you say – it’s the way that you say it
Comments attached to the recent membership survey showed a considerable amount of
concern over the operation and control of the CDXC Reflector.
The Committee would be reluctant to propose over-strict rules or intrusive moderation. The
Reflector should be a vehicle for the exchange of timely DX related information.
The Reflector should also be a place for good constructive debate. Everyone is entitled to their
point of view – but just because you don’t agree with them doesn’t make them wrong.
Aggressive responses kill the debate. By its very nature, “social media”, which must include
reflectors, encourages spontaneous discussion. This can be a good thing. But we sometimes
see what can only be called “knee-jerk” postings that can be seen as irrelevant or even
offensive.
Overall, we feel that the CDXC Reflector is a valuable and appreciated feature of membership.
However, we do feel that it should not become a general “chat-room” of non-DX related
thoughts. The proportion of postings that cause a problem is relatively small but they can have
a disastrous effect on attitudes to the Club.
When making a posting and before you hit the send button, perhaps leave it for a few minutes
to consider if your words fit in with these thoughts:
x Is your posting relevant to a reasonable proportion of the more than 500 subscribers?
x Would your posting be better addressed to an individual rather than everybody?
x Could your posting be seen as a personally directed comment?
x Could your posting be seen as “unwelcome bragging”?
x Try to be part of self-regulation of the Reflector. Don’t prolong a thread for the sake
of it – add to the debate or hold off.

Editorial Policy:
The views expressed in the Digest are those of the respective authors and may or may
not represent CDXC policy.
Copyright:
Unless explicitly stated, all material in the Digest is the copyright of the respective
author or photographer. They shall not be reproduced in part or in whole without the
author’s or photographer’s prior written permission. The Editor is happy to assist in
seeking permission to reproduce articles for bona fide reasons.
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CDXC LF Challenge Rules
In the LF Challenge, the objective is to work as many DXCC’s as you can on 160M, 80M and/or
40M in the month of March.
All logs must be uploaded to Club Log; no paper or e-mailed logs will be accepted. In keeping
with recent rules changes in large contests, uploads need to be completed and the competition
will be closed five days after the end of the Challenge period.
When:

00:01 GMT 1st March to 23:59 GMT 31st March 2016

Where:

160m, 80m and 40m only

Modes:

Any within your licence

Power:

Any within your licence

Eligibility:

The LF Challenge is open to any licensed amateur world-wide, but only
fully paid up members of CDXC, (The UK DX Foundation) are eligible to
receive awards.

Scoring:

Each DXCC entity worked is counted once only, regardless of how many
bands or how many modes that entity is worked on. The object is to
work as many DXCC entities as possible. In the event of a tie based on
DXCC entities, the higher score by Band-Slots will win.

Log entry:

Via upload to Club Log and electing to enter the LF Challenge on the Club
Log website. Regular uploading of your log during the month is
encouraged – at least once per week is preferred - as this helps to drive
the Challenge and provides a spectator sport for all to see.
E-mailed or paper logs will NOT be accepted.

Log Verification:

No QSLs are required, but in the event of a question the CDXC committee
may request verification via other means. By entering, participants agree
that their Club Log entries may be viewed and queried by adjudicators.

Closing date:

In keeping with current large contest practice, all logs must be uploaded
by 23:59 on 5th April following the Challenge period.

Trophies:

Salvers:

Certificates:
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The Penallt Trophy, given in memory of Allan Phillips, GW0BIC, will be
awarded to the CDXC member with the highest number of DXCC’s
worked. The Tindle Cup will be awarded to the runner-up. Trophies will
be awarded at the CDXC AGM/Summer Social in July 2016 and will be
held for one year.
The top three placed entrants and the entrants with the highest score on
each of the three bands will receive an engraved salver to keep. Salvers
will be posted approximately two months after the closing date.
Certificates of merit will be awarded to the entrants placed overall 4th to
10th. Certificates will be e-mailed to winners approximately two months
after the closing date

The CDXC Members Survey – Feedback
Part 2 – CDXC now and the future
The committee’s responses
Ian McCarthy G3YBY / F5VKT and Chris Duckling G3SVL

Following part 1 of the members survey
feedback in the November 2015 digest,
which detailed the first ten survey
questions, and covered “who are our
members”, part 2 covers the remaining
results to questions Q11 to Q26 covering
these four areas:

The Digest and Dxpedition sponsorship are
seen as the key benefits of being a
member.
However, early knowledge of forthcoming
DXpeditions and access to member
knowledge and experience were also seen
as important.

x

What are the current membership
benefits that members value / use the
most?
x What else would members like to see
CDXC doing/not doing?
x How should CDXC develop in the
future?
x The Digest
From the survey comments, many
members were essentially happy with CDXC
as it stands. In summary, the Committee
are not proposing any wholesale changes
just some exciting additions and
developments!

Interestingly, social events and the closed
cluster are seen as less important and
probably most of the membership don't or
can't participate.
Q12 What should CDXC be doing in the
future?
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
1

Q11 How would you rate the
benefits and value of being a CDXC
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3

4

5

6

10

1 The Digest
2 The CDXC Reflector
3 The CDXC closed DX cluster
4 Access to other member's knowledge and experience
5 CDXC being a major sponsor of DXpeditions
6 CDXC's social events
7 CDXC'S growing international profile and reputation
8 The CDXC website
9 CDXC's awards and challenges
10 Early knowledge of forthcoming DXpeditions
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2

1 Supporting/developing DXing and contesting in
the UK
2 Increase funding for DXpeditions
3 Organise more (regional) social events
4 Frequent news via the use of social media
5 Better control over reflector content
6 Initiatives to combat DQRM
7 Regular "news" e-mails between Digest issues

Regular news e-mails and Initiatives to
combat DQRM were two items seen as the
key things CDXC should do in the future.
So the Committee has agreed to launch a
bi-monthly one page news sheet to be
published by the Editor in between Digest
issues.
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CDXC has had a permanent seat at the
RSGB Spectrum Committee since that
Committee was formed. We always
exercise our right to attend meetings and
Mark, G4AXX is our current representative.
The Committee will also be developing
more detailed advice on pile up behaviours,
perhaps culminating in a member’s code of
practice for DQRM.
Q13. Keep the entry level of 100 DXCCs
worked/confirmed to become a member?
82% of the responders said yes or were
indifferent to this question, and so the
Committee has agreed that the entry level
of 100 DXCCs should be maintained as the
entry membership level (as it has been for
some time). However, where an applicant is
making rapid progress towards this but has
not quite hit the magic 100, the Committee
may use its discretion to encourage new
DXers provided that progress is maintained
and the 100 level hit quickly after joining.
Q14. Should CDXC require prospective
members to be nominated by a member?
The members were very clear on this with
only 25% saying we should revert back to
nominations by existing members. So
nominations will not be required in the
future and we will keep the current process
which has been in place for a considerable
time.
Q15. Membership size of CDXC
CDXC has grown considerably in size in
recent years due to a number of marketing
initiatives and the increase in our
international profile. So it is probably not
surprising that the survey shows 65%
believe CDXC should have a larger
membership and grow steadily. In order to
achieve this steady growth, a number of
marketing initiatives will be launched in the
coming months.
These include membership offers each year
for potential new members, targeted
marketing to known active DXers and
contesters who are not yet members, and
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further widening of CDXC's profile both in
the UK and internationally.
Q16. Should CDXC stay largely UK based
and focused?
Again given our heritage, it’s not too
surprising that 58% of respondents said we
should stay largely UK based and focused.
The Committee will ensure that this
continues to be the case with the
management, finance and Digest printing
being in the UK. However, our outlook will
also have a significant international
dimension given the nature of our hobby
and as just over 25% of our members live
overseas.
Q17. What percentage of international
members do you think CDXC should have
or aspire to?
Perhaps a slightly surprising response to
this question?
44% of members were indifferent as to
where the members came from and
another 15% said there should be more
than 30% international members. In the
light of this, and the response to question
18 below, a number of international
marketing initiatives will be planned (see
Q18 below).
Q18. Should CDXC just recruit from
Commonwealth countries and/or where
there is no country DX club OR become
completely international recruiting
members from anywhere?
Again we were surprised by the survey
responses!
69% of the survey answers said recruit from
anywhere, whilst retaining our UK base and
focus. The Committee agree we should
continue and enhance our recruitment
activities internationally.
To this end, one of the first things we are
planning to do is to have a CDXC stand at
the Hamfest in Freidrichshaven at the end
of June 2016. The cost of this is relatively
modest for national organisations and will
improve our profile alongside other

European DX clubs and foundations that
will be present. For members who attend,
don't worry, the 12 noon meets at the beer
tent will still take place!
We will also be getting some CDXC flags
made for sponsored DXpeditions to use in
their team photos
Q19. If CDXC were to use social media
(Facebook, Twitter etc.), is this something
you would be interested in?
A slightly surprising result given the
widespread use of social media these days
with 70% of respondents not interested or
indifferent to CDXC's use of social media?
CDXC has recently opened a Twitter
account which we use to highlight club
news items. We already have around 120
followers, many of whom are overseas or
DX news sites that re-tweet our news.
The Committee has discussed the use of
social media, and whilst understanding that
it should be kept relatively low key, it can
be useful in reaching a wider and
international audience, many of whom may
not yet be members. It is planned to start a
Facebook page in the near future.
Q20. Should CDXC have a "go-to" web
portal?
The survey results show that 70% of
respondents want CDXC to have a “go-to”
web site.
Improving the web site is seen by the
Committee as a top priority and urgent
issue to resolve.
The web site is in need of a complete
overhaul and redesign so that it becomes
easy to navigate and has news, information
and resource sources that the members
want to see.
We would like to appoint a number of
technical subject experts to add specific
information to a redesigned web site and
include video content either on our website
or linked to (say) YouTube
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Designing good websites is a specialist skill
and the Committee is seeking (hopefully
from within our membership) someone
who has the skill and creativity to help in
this task. Once the redesign is done,
maintaining and updating the site becomes
much more straightforward.
So if any members feel they have the skill
and creativity to help, or know someone
who could help – ideally on a volunteer
basis (commercial web designers would be
beyond the club's financial reach), please
get in touch with Ian G3YBY or Chris G3SVL.
The Committee would like to see the
website as one of the main sources of
information and contact for our members
and for potential members as our window
to the amateur radio world.
Q21 What aspects of the current
Digest do you like?
2.70
2.60
2.50
2.40
2.30
2.20
2.10
2.00
1

2

3

4

5

1 DXpedition write-ups
2 Regular columns
3 Editorials
4 Members articles
5 Occasional technical articles

Technical articles and contributions from
members were amongst the most liked in
the Digest – see Q22 below.
But DXpedition write ups also remain
important and will continue to be a strong
part of the Digest.
Even though we have almost 1,000
members, it remains an extremely difficult
task to encourage potential contributors to
put their minds to submitting interesting
technical articles.

3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

Q22 What would you like to see
more/less of in the Digest of the
future?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 DXpeditions write-ups
2 Regular columns
3 Editorials
4 Members articles
5 Technical "how-to" articles
6 Operating "how-to" articles
7 Equipment reviews
8 Contest related articles
9 Remote operating - how and where

Members want to see more Operating and
Technical “how to” articles in future
Digests.
The Editor is now focused on having as
many of these types of article in the Digest
as possible and is putting together a list of
potential contributors who may write on a
semi-regular basis. However, it is proving
quite difficult to get many on the list so if
you have a subject on either operating or
the technical areas please contact Dennis.
The Editor is also considering having
occasional “the other man's station” type
articles which we are sure will be of wide
interest so if you want to put your story
forward let him know. “Improvers” articles
are also important given the groups of
members we have who are beginning/at
intermediate stages in their DXing careers.
Q23. If CDXC were to offer an E-Digest,
would you be interested in this?
The member’s survey showed 69% would
be interested in an e-Digest now or in the
future. The Committee also considers that
the potential savings this offers is the key
route to CDXC being able to increase its
sponsorship of future DXpeditions. The
outline plan to deliver this is detailed in
Q25 below.
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Q24. How should CDXC offer an E-Digest
option if it moves to this option?
In the survey, 91% want the e-Digest to be
available for all members and the
mechanism to deliver this is addressed –
see Q25 below
Q25. If CDXC offer an E-Digest
version should this be an option or replace
the printed version?
80% of the members who replied in the
survey want to retain the option of a
printed version.
So to address the outcomes of Q23, Q24
and Q25, and after considerable debate,
the Committee has agreed to launch an
electronic version of the Digest with a
target to have the first edition published in
the summer of 2016. This is of course
subject to a number of technical details
being addressed.
The electronic version of the Digest will be
available to all members in parallel with
receiving the printed version for a full 12
months. It will be available to be
downloaded by logged-in members from
the website in .pdf format with the
member's call sign “filigrained” in the
download copy. Members would receive an
automated email to inform them that the
edition is available to download.
A sub-Committee is working on this
implementation and we would welcome
inputs from members with experience of
electronic magazine publishing.
After the 12 month trial, all members will
then be given the option to retain the
printed version or just have the on line eversion. As part of the e-Digest initiative,
the Committee will consider the impacts on
membership subscriptions for those who
take the electronic version and those who
take the printed version. Any change would
need to go to an AGM or EGM and the
earliest this would likely be is the July 2017
AGM. Until that time subscriptions will

remain the same irrespective of the version
of the Digest taken. We do see however the
opportunity for print cost savings being
passed to our DXpedition sponsorship
budget.
Q26 Members comments
We received 184 individual comments from
members, too numerous and wide ranging
to publish but the vast majority were
positive about CDXC and its future.
Overall, the comments reflected a high
level of satisfaction with the current format
of the Club. The major topics that were
mentioned were:
x
x
x
x

Digest content (10)
The e Digest (18)
The control and moderation of the
CDXC reflector (19)
How to encourage newcomers (8)

The use of the CDXC reflector has been fully
debated by the Committee, and whilst
some advocated stronger moderation with
perhaps even a time delay before posts go
out, the Committee felt that would detract
from discussion around current DX activity
and debate. However, it was felt that
members do need to give more thought
before posting on many occasions to stay
on topic and avoid offence with knee-jerk
comments that set the wrong tone. To that
end, the Committee will be publishing more
detailed “Think before you post guidelines”
as a framework to improve the overall use
of the reflector. If this doesn't have the
desired effect further steps may be
necessary.
In terms of encouraging newcomers and
improving DXers, as we saw in the part 1
article, with just under half of our members
seeing themselves as “less experienced”,
the committee would like to ask for
experienced volunteers to become mentors
on a regional / area basis. Similar to the old
“Elmer” idea in the States, mentors perhaps
would open their stations up for
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newcomers and improvers to visit and learn
by example how others do it (both DXing
and contesting) as well as discussing how
they could improve their antenna setup.
We will publish some ideas in a future
Digest as to how you can get involved.
Conclusion and Summary.
So the Committee feels that this first
members survey has been thoroughly
worthwhile. We all now know a lot more
about who our members are, what they like
(and don't like) about being a member,
what we should (could) do in the future and
how the Digest should develop.
It has given the Committee many insights
into how to continue to make steady
improvements to a Club that is already
highly successful, and one of the biggest DX
Foundations in the world. As a result of
discussing these, a number of new
initiatives and developments are planned
over the coming months, and just to
summarise again these include:
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Launch a bi-monthly one page newssheet between Digests.
Launch an E version of the Digest in
parallel with the printed version from
the summer of 2016
Increase the number of operating and
technical “how-to” articles in the Digest
(we need authors!)
Redesign and relaunch the CDXC
website ideally to include technical
subject areas (volunteer designer
required!)
Have targeted membership marketing
initiatives each year (next one to be
February 2016)
Plan to have a CDXC stand at the
Hamfest in Friedrichshaven in June 2016
Supply CDXC flags for DXpeditions to
take for PR photographs
Start a CDXC Facebook page
Publish “Think before you post”
guidelines for the reflector
Develop a network of regional mentors

(elmers) for newcomers and less
experienced members.
Develop further advice on pile-up
behaviours and DQRM avoidance.
Keep 100 DXCCs as the member entry
level but without requiring
nominations.

x
x

I am sure that this list will keep your
Committee busy for a while!
Thanks again to the 502 members who
responded in the survey. Your input has
been vital in helping the Committee steer
the club forward. We look forward to your
feedback over the coming months.

CDXC: The UK DX Foundation - Aims and Objectives
To promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing and contest
operating, through mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the issue
of achievement awards, or by whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate.

Membership:

Full details are available from the Secretary.

Subscription:

£18.00 for UK members, £24.00 for overseas members (US$40 or €35).
New members joining between 1st January and 30th June pay a pro-rata
subscription until the end of the current subscription year which is 30 th
June.
Subscriptions are due on 1 July of each year, and should be sent to the
Treasurer.

Digest:

Published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to the
Editor by the published deadline. Please note that views expressed in the
Digest are not necessarily those of the Editor or of the Committee.

Website:

http://www.cdxc.org.uk/
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Coetivy Island, S79C – AF-119, November 2015
David Deane, EI9FBB
Coetivy Island AF-119 NEW
was one of the 11 new IOTA
groups announced in
Windsor at IOTA's 50th
Convention, July 2014.
After our activation, only
three of these 11 new
Groups remain unactivated.
The island
Coetivy Island is 180 miles South East of
Mahe, the main Island Seychelles, and
basically 180 miles from anywhere! Coetivy
is strictly controlled by the Islands
Development Committee (IDC). This
committee consists of several 'high profile'
local individuals including the local Lord
Mayor, Minister of Tourism, Secretary of
Defence etc. They have control over 14
different Islands of which Coetivy has the
strictest access regulations. In the 1990's,
Coetivy was used intensively for prawn
farming - the biggest farm in the world at
that time. Remains of the old production
plant are still clearly visible as well as the
abandoned private dwellings of the 1300
people who once lived and worked on
Coetivy. Today, Coetivy still manufactures
coconut oil and charcoal, although is mostly
known as an active prison and a
rehabilitation centre for drug abusers.
As all DXpeditioners and IOTA activators
will confirm, plans are always in the works.
There are always plans for a 'Another One’
and no sooner than one DXpedition is over,
talks for the 'Next One' are never far away!
This case was no different and in-between
our other planned DXpeditions, we started
thinking on where to go next. Different
IOTAs were in mind and several
applications to relevant authorities were
already submitted. You could say we were
juggling different possibilities to see which
would work out first.
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Dealing with officialdom
Our initial application to visit Coetivy had
been refused and had not been processed
through the proper channels. Truthfully, it
hadn't reached the right person. After
learning about the IDC and their projects,
we decided to revisit this and perhaps try a
different approach - it worked! After many
nuisance phone calls and dozens of emails,
we got introduced to Mr. Savy, the CEO of
the IDC. After our initial correspondence,
we learned that a permit to visit Coetivy
might be possible and although it would be
expensive due to the access restrictions, it
did seem doable! Next, we needed to
educate them a little bit on what exactly
Amateur Radio was all about and needed to
be 100% certain that all our antenna plans
would be allowed so there would be no
confusion at a later date. Information was
limited and it was difficult to get to speak to
the right people. The initial quotes were
outrageous and would have killed the
project. We persevered and went through a
strict budgeting regime and after a lot of
negotiations we agreed on a figure. It was
vital at this point to clearly establish what
was included and what was excluded. There
were so many regulations and criteria to
meet. If we were going to do this we
needed to book everything through the
IDC. We needed to charter their approved
registered aircraft and fly the last 180 miles
to Coetivy - this is the only practical means
of getting to the island. Sure if one has the
available time they can go by sea but they
wouldn’t be able to land without a permit
issued by -you guessed it - the IDC.
Working the budget
There is a guesthouse available on the
island which is usually kept clean for
whenever IDC staff wish to visit. This
guesthouse is within the exclusion zone and
gets limited interaction with the

inmates/prisoners. The cost of this
guesthouse is high, and again, can only be
booked via the IDC. Due to flight and
accommodation restrictions only a six man
team would be allowed. We needed to
calculate our overall budget and see if this
whole project would be financially feasible.
Sure, a bigger team would have helped
offset our expenses but this just was not
possible - six was the maximum.
Armed with permission and an exact
budget we needed to find another four
operators to join Col MM0NDX and myself,
Dave EI9FBB who had been the planning
team up until now. Something as rare as
this comes only once in a lifetime, and as 1st
IOTA activations have recently proved,
humongous pile-ups are assured! Six
experienced operators were needed;
experienced with the hardships of intense
operating with little or no sleep. Pile-ups
always come first, and one has to sleep
around times of poor propagation or
if/when bands are closed. This team
needed to be fresh and fit, and ready for
whatever they may need to face. Based
only on past experiences and IOTA success,
a list was compiled with 20 of the most
recognised names in IOTA DXpeditioning
that we thought suitable. Everyone on this
list had already proved themselves and
therefore were all sent an invitation to
come join us in this new adventure. We also
had a 'B' list but never got to distribute it as
the response to the initial invite was so
huge.
The four available places were filled within
a few hours. The team was now complete
and so we could introduce the team
members to each other. Up to this point,
only the planning knew who were on the
team! No introductions were needed
however, as everyone recognised each
other from previous DXpedition successes,
and, so right from the start, this team was
sure to succeed. I’m sure you’ll recognise
some of these callsigns too! EA3NT, EI9FBB,
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MM0NDX, PA3EWP, SP5APW & VK5CE
made up the team. In fact this team had
combined experience from over 160
DXpeditions!
Timing an announcement
So now we had a budget, a complete team
and all necessary permissions - but we still
needed to decide when and how to
announce it. This is always a risky part
when planning a DXpedition. If one
announces too soon, it opens the door for
another team to sneak in beforehand.
Announcing too late creates its own
problems. Had other groups been working
on this project too? Was a DXpedition going
to happen before our intended dates? We
had chosen the November timeframe for a
number of reasons: weather, scheduled
annual leave, budgeting - but mainly for
best propagation possibilities into all
geographical areas of the globe. Now there
was a risk that some other group might get
there first. The only way we could be 100%
certain, was to ask the IDC if any other
Amateur Radio group had been in touch re
access to Coetivy. They declined to
comment. We made an agreement with the
IDC that if we made a definite booking and
paid a sizeable deposit, we would be given
the exclusive rights and that no permit to
any other radio group would be issued until
after December 2015. Selfish, perhaps but
that's the way it worked!
Finding the sponsors
As each operator now had to pay the full
amount immediately we began a large
sponsorship appeal. We are most thankful
to all the individuals who kindly made
donations before our DXpedition. This is the
time when donations are really needed as
deposits, fares, equipment etc. all need to
be paid for up front. To say thanks, we
offered a 'Free QSL' to those who donated
in advance. We felt that if we got as many
DX Clubs and Foundations on board too, it
would also help secure our position as

often these Clubs will not give funding to
the same entity twice within the same year.
So, once we were 100% sure that
everything had been booked and secured,
we announced our intentions.
Expressions of interest from the IOTA
community were huge. Many sent private
e-mails of support. Each operator basically
had his own following, having gained
respect from their past operations. I think
this reassured the IOTA community that
this DXpedition was going to happen.
Despite several operations from regular S7
earlier on in the year, by a JA group, a
Polish group and several individuals, we still
knew that this was going to be totally
different. A first IOTA activation has by its
very nature never been done before and so
everyone wants at least one QSO.
Operating priorities
Most operations from S7 are only from an
apartment or hotel balcony, few ever had a
full beachfront at their disposal, not to
mention acres of available space. This
luxury needed to be exploited so from early
on we intended to put a special emphasis
on working North America. S7 is #55 most
wanted on the West Coast and an
incredible #17 on 10m! To work North
America we needed to beam right over
Europe, as FL to TX is exactly the same
beam heading as EA, CT and IT9. This was
going to be difficult as this now was not just
an IOTA activation - DX hunters would be
looking for us too. Propagation prediction
charts showed the high bands being our
most productive so we decided on a
multitude of antennas. Different take off
angles were needed from our antennas to
maximise our QSO count and we needed
the capability of two stations on each band
during peak times. Prediction charts
showed only one or two bands being open
for several hours during daytime hours. All
six operators came here to operate and to
run pile-ups not to be sleeping during
daylight! Using Google maps imagery, we
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got to understand the local terrain and had
an extensive antenna plan. A few years ago,
a well-known Scottish duo did a great
operation from S7 and fulfilled the demand
for many needing S7 on the low bands.
Fortunately for us they did not have great
propagation on the higher bands so we
eliminated all plans of LF activity and just
concentrated on 40m through 6m. Using a
combination of VDAs right at the water's
edge and SP7IDX Technology Hexbeams,
along with verticals for 30m and 40m, we
completed our antenna farm. We had 11
antennas in total. By giving maximum
separation between antennas and making
sure to avoid nasty multiple wavelengths
we knew exactly where each antenna was
to go. Obviously band pass filters were to
be used at each radio.
Our sponsorship campaign continued and
many of the larger recognised DX Clubs and
Foundations came forward to give us
funding. We realised that this is a difficult
and busy time for sponsorship requests as
many other DXpeditions were already
announced to rare DX locations. Despite
our efforts to ship extra antennas,
equipment etc. for our North American
plans, every North American club declined
and refused our funding requests. Each
additional kilogram of equipment was
adding an additional €100 to our budget.
Were we just wasting our time? Were we
putting additional pressure and
unnecessary expense on ourselves? Why
don't the North American clubs help
support IOTA? So we decided to go down
the S7 route and request funding to
activate Seychelles. This is just not rare
enough despite being highly wanted on the
West Coast. We decided to request funding
from the big well known clubs in California
and the West Coast. Again, all requests
were refused. Why did they not want to
help? Did they not have faith in the team,
the location, the equipment, propagation
predictions, or what? We began to
understand why S7 was so rare on the West

Coast. A few weeks later we were delighted
when the Western Washington DX Club
offered a most welcome donation. They
were the only North American club to have
supported us. What was reassuring though
was the amount of individual DXers / IOTA
chasers whose interest and words of
encouragement and support kept us
motivated and focused. At least some had
confidence in us! This individual support
was huge!
Getting the licence
Obtaining a licence to operate from The
Seychelles is a straightforward enough
procedure although it does take quite a
long time. We had been told by other
groups who had operated from here to
allow at least two months for a licence to
be issued. Early on in our planning stages
we submitted our application to the
Seychelles Licensing Authority (SLA). Firstly
we needed to get authorisation to import
and operate our Amateur Radio equipment.
This meant we needed makes, models and
serial numbers of all equipment that we
would bring with us. If anything this helped
our planning as we now needed a complete
packing list and needed weights to calculate
excess baggage charges for the final flight
to Coetivy. Different offices deal with the
different parts of the licence application
and this is where the delay most likely
occurs. Nevertheless, after almost four
months and several follow up phone calls
we did get a confirmation letter approving
all our equipment and also confirming our
requested callsign -S79C had been issued.
The actual licence is only issued for the
exact stated dates and only to a specified
location. This meant that we could only use
S79C whilst on Coetivy Island. Two days
before our departure, we finally had the
paper licence in hand – phew!
Counting the excess baggage
Time goes remarkably fast when planning a
DXpedition and soon enough it was time to
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begin our packing and calculate our excess
baggage fees. Packing equipment is
becoming quite difficult in recent times. To
keep everything safe, secure and damagefree during transit, Pelican cases are ideal.
These however are heavy and soon use up
ones limited airline baggage allowance and
so everything was carefully packed and
wrapped in between personal clothing and
carried in our suitcases. These days, most
airlines charge excess baggage per kilo and
each individual piece of baggage is
restricted to a maximum of 32 kg. In total
over $3,000 was paid in excess baggage
fees.
Right from the start the IDC made us aware
that all our combined weights, both body
and baggage must not exceed 925 kg. This
is the maximum. It is a 1 ton aircraft and
the other 75 kg was for the pilot. The days
before our departure we got notification
that this aircraft was not available and that
the new replacement aircraft had a capacity
of just 800 kg - this was not suitable and
would have jeopardised our whole project.
All of our antenna planning, baggage etc.
was based on the 925 kg allowance. There
were only two options: (i) find another
suitable aircraft and (ii) ask the IDC to put
on a second additional flight at their
expense. We needed all six persons and
equipment to reach Coetivy. Our whole
operation hung in the balance of this
decision. We were not to find out the
outcome until the day of departure.
Travel is never smooth
As all six team members were travelling
different routes and via different airports
each made their own way to Mahe, Main
Island Seychelles. Each of our flights arrived
at different times and on different days and
now it was time for the first of the team to
begin their journey. Four hours before Col’s
departure, the horrible ISIS attacks in Paris
made the Global news headlines. 130 poor
souls lost their lives. All borders were
closed. Col was moments before departing

for his flight from Edinburgh to Paris. As if
this wasn’t bad enough, he received a
telephone call in the midst saying that a
close family member was been rushed off
to hospital by ambulance with a serious
condition. We can only but imagine what
was going through his mind at this time.
Coetivy was not going to happen for him
after all. Charles-de-Gaulle airport
remained closed as Col’s departure time
passed. He was still at the hospital waiting
for news. Some of the team had already
arrived in Mahe at this stage and were now
waiting for Chris’ arrival. Jacek was the 1st
to arrive from Warsaw shortly followed by
Craig coming from Brisbane. Everyone else
was due to arrive the following day. We had
agreed to meet at the pre-booked hotel
which was to be our rendezvous.
More bad news was to follow however.
Ron, PA3EWP was transiting via Nairobi
which is a 3 hour flight from Mahe.
Moments after take-off, the landing gear
from his aircraft malfunctioned. The flight
could not continue. The craft remained
airborne, circulating the airport, whilst the
emergency vehicles and fire services got
into position on the cleared runway, ready
for disaster. The aircraft would have to
attempt an emergency landing. This must
have been a hair-raising experience for all
on board, but thankfully, all went well and
the aircraft and all passengers landed
safely. After disembarking they learned that
there was no replacement airplane. Not
only that, but there were no other
scheduled flights to Mahe on that day. The
repairs would have to be done in Nairobi
and should be completed in time for the
following day’s flight a full 24 hours later.
This meant Ron would miss our scheduled
departure for Coetivy. We had already been
informed that the latest departure time for
Coetivy was 16:00 local, as, the small 8
seater caravan aircraft would have to be
back in Mahe before sun down. Ron’s new
arrival time was for 17:00 the following day,
and that was if everything went according
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to plan. It looked like Ron would not be
joining us either unfortunately.
Luckily word came from Col that he would
be joining us after all as the patient was
now in a stable condition and making good
recovery. He had booked an alternative
flight via Abu Dhabi and would be arriving
the following morning a few hours before
our scheduled departure for Coetivy. Just in
time! We were still a man down and
needed to try to reschedule this final flight
no matter what. We weighed up the pros
and cons on which option was best: a six
man team for five days or a five man team
for six days. Each time the six man team
came out on top. A decision was made to
shorten our DXpedition by one whole day
and to go with the original six man team.
We needed all six guys to do what we
needed to do. This was an easy choice in
the end. No one was getting left behind. So,
swallowing our pride, we requested that
our flight be rescheduled to the following
day. Our representative in the IDC
thankfully obliged.
Off to Coetivy at last
I don’t think any of us slept that night in
anticipation that everything would go well.
At 05:30 Chris EA3NT drove to the airport in
our hire van to collect Col. He had made it.
Five of the team were now together. After
breakfast, the following hours were spent
repacking all luggage and shopping to
gather the last few supplies that needed to
be sourced locally. After a short tour of
Mahe, it was now time to collect Ron from
the airport. Finally, all team members were
together for the first time. A celebratory
drink was called for. It was all coming
together at last. We had a nice group
’departure dinner’ that evening which we
all enjoyed, all six of us! The stories of woe
and wisdom continued into the small hours
of the night and at first daylight, after a
quick breakfast, we loaded as much of the
baggage into the van as possible to make
the 1st trip to the IDC hangar. Several trips

would be needed; there was that much
baggage. Each piece of baggage had to be
individually weighed and labelled. Each
person had to be weighed also. Remember,
we were still restricted in our weights but
not quite as much as we thought. By
delaying the flight a day, a different aircraft
was now available which had a slightly
higher capacity. Our combined weights of
baggage and persons exceeded the aircraft
limit though. It was now time to make rash
decisions and leave some baggage or
equipment behind. We needed to shave off
as many Kgs as possible. What or who
would we leave behind? Some of us had
doubled up on necessities and therefore
one MFJ analyser was enough for example.
Our water and drinks were left behind too.
In total, 70 kg of excess was shaved off in
minutes. This was still not enough as the
IDC insisted that we were still 80 kg
overweight. There was nothing else that we
could leave behind though. Everything that
we had now was needed. Suddenly a
thought came to mind. This new aircraft
was a 10 seater airplane. There were six of
us. We made them remove the last two
rows of seats to comply with the weight
restrictions. Remarkably, they obliged!
Our midday departure was delayed because
of all this but by 12:50 with all baggage
loaded we were called for boarding. It feels
strange being seated in amongst suitcases
and large antenna bags in an aeroplane!
This was to be a short flight, taking just one
hour flying time. One could feel the
excitement when we got the first glimpse of
Coetivy. The island seemed much bigger
than we expected having an area of 10
square kilometres. Within minutes we
touched down on the short airstrip and the
adventure began.
Touchdown on AF-119
We had only spoken to Michael the island
manager once, by telephone, during our
planning stages. He seemed friendly and
most importantly, helpful. He realised that
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we had paid a lot of money to come here to
do our project and he intended to assist us
every step of the way! He did need to know
though what would be going where - after
all he did have 140 inmates to watch out
for! He needed to brief us on the security
and on our welfare. We were advised to
keep within the exclusion zone. Sure, it’s
OK to walk around the island but just not
during hours of darkness, don’t ask why you’ll soon find out! During the planning
stages we had studied Google maps in
detail and our antenna farm had already
been agreed. We still needed to gain access
to another building close to the beach to
reduce the number of stations operating
from the guesthouse. About 500 - 600
meters away, a suitable building was made
available. We set up two shacks: one there
and the other back in the Guesthouse.
Whoever was in the other shack after dark
had to stay there until sunrise as anyone
caught moving around the island during
darkness is likely to be shot! There are
three Rangers on the island and they keep
the prisoners under control. Any
unauthorised landings or movements get to
deal with these guys – we would not be
introduced to these Rangers, they are
independent and seem to have little or no
communication with the island manager.
Michael was very obliging. We needed our
coax to pass over a frequently used road
and were afraid of coax damage with the
passing traffic. No problem - 20 minutes
and four inmates later the road had been
dug and a 4” pipe buried to enable us to
pass our coax cables through. Likewise, the
second shack needed to run their coax
through dense vegetation. Not an issue two inmates and a machete later, a channel
had been cut through this vast
undergrowth to run coax lengths directly to
the beach. Everyone worked very well
together and erected enough antennas on
the first day – enough for all six stations to
operate throughout the first night.

It was great arriving to a location and
already being familiar with the local terrain.
The work we did studying this in detail
before our departure had paid off. Different
teams were formed, each with their own
area of expertise. We needed to complete
all the external outdoor work before
sundown. All VDAs were placed right at the
water’s edge. During high tide, the bases of
these fiberpoles would be submerged with
salt water. These rocked! Our SP7IDX
Hexbeams were placed further inland and
as close to the shacks as possible. These
were on 10m masts and were our only
directional antennas. These worked a treat
and were brilliant performers - one hour set
up from box to mast. It’s no wonder why
these antennas are becoming so popular
with DXpeditions.
S79C hits the bands
That evening, everyone met for a quick
dinner where we discussed our plans. We
agreed on what bands/modes would be
used. Initial tests showed everything to be
set up correctly and we had absolutely no
inter-station interference. The rest of the
indoor set up was completed, and as
arranged, at 22:00 local (18:00 UTC), all six
stations CQed at the same time. S79C hit
the DX clusters and skimmers and
immediately the pile-ups began. Each of the
six operators had this strange, weird look of
content on their faces and the bigger their
pile-up the weirder they looked! This is
when we remember why we do
DXpeditions! Clive 3B8CW was the first
station into our log on 17m SSB.
Propagation was on our side - the bands
were alive. Within the first 15 QSOs, six
continents were worked. Running six
stations at the same time clocks up the QSO
count pretty quickly and in little under 2
hours, the required 1,000 QSOs had been
worked as had all continents. The pile-ups
continued throughout the night and we
only slept when our band closed.
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Each day would bring something new and
after breakfast we always began to improve
our stations. Antennas were tweaked, coax
runs were shortened, stations were
perfected and new plans of strategy were
thought out. At this time of day, just two
stations were QRV as 12m was the only
band open. We set up our 6m antenna and
got our beacon running. The SLA gave us a
special exemption on our licence to allow
us 6m privileges. According to Clublog, it
has been 13 years since the last 6m QSO
from S7 took place. We were hopeful and
thanks to UKSMG for their support. With
6m one never knows when the band is
going to open – that’s why it’s called the
magic band! Ultra-low loss coax was
brought and even 6m EME was attempted.
This is much more difficult these days
without an internet connection. We’ve all
become so dependent on chatrooms/skeds
for this. Despite our efforts, no one heard
our CQs off the moon. Chris, EA3NT and
Ron PA3EWP were our two main 6m
enthusiasts. Many hours were spent CQing
during likely times beaming into different
directions. They tried for South EU, JA, AS
and even for local African stations. The best
they managed was to copy a ‘4X’ beacon
for a few minutes. No QSOs were made
although the beacon remained operational
for the entire duration of our stay. It was
not for the want of trying that’s for sure –
these two gave it their best.
Due to the extended distance between our
stations, our laptops were not networked.
During the daytime lull, logs were collected
from each computer and analysed. Using
this information, we could see the areas
that needed attention for the next 24 hour
period. This dictated our operating plan and
which operator would do which band or
mode. This was looked at daily and really
helped to maximise our overall total. All
geographical areas got a fair chance to
work us and often we would call specifically
for each area. All six stations were QRV as
much as possible and no band went

unattended. It was evident that a number
of band-slots chasers are still trying to work
each DXpedition on every possible
band/mode slot so we deliberately disabled
this feature on Clublog as an experiment.
This is an area that has got much debate in
recent times and I can honestly tell you it
made no difference. A few days after our
return, we enabled the Leader Board
feature to get better statistics and were
amazed by the number who had worked us
on multiple bands.
We always knew that we would have no
internet on the island and from the start it
was made clear that our logs would be
uploaded after the DXpedition. We knew
this would likely lead to more dupes and
‘assurance’ contacts so to maximise the
amount of uniques, we kept at least one
station QRV 24/7. The only band we
worked RTTY was on 15m. We limited our
operating to 12 available band/mode slots
and scrapped the idea of 40m as this would
just open a whole new window and would
be unlikely to log anyone new. Each day’s
stats would dictate the following days
operating plan.
Island life and avoiding the residents!
Life was comfortable on this island. We had
a cook who kept us well-nourished and
refreshed and a maid who kept our
surroundings clean and tidy. It was the first
time that many of the team had operated
from an air-conditioned shack! In the humid
35 degree environment a cold shower was
most welcome. On the downside, daily
electricity outages were common.
Thankfully these were not for very long but
were still too frequent and always an
inconvenience – they usually happened at
the worst possible time! We had to go QRT
erratically due to interaction with the
prisoners and inmates. We found the
inmates to be friendly but complete
opportunists! Once they thought that the
island manager was not around, they would
try to interact with us, looking for things.
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Michael had a motorbike and got around
the island quickly - the inmates often ran
and left in mid conversation once they
could hear the faint sound of a motorbike
engine, terrified of being caught. Many are
serving lengthy sentences, up to 16 years in
one case. One evening we invited Michael
to have dinner with us but this was cut
short as some of the inmates had learned
how to make alcohol! Alcohol is banned
and is strictly controlled. Only IDC staff are
allowed it and even then it’s limited to
three bottles of beer twice a week. So
Michael had to leave and go gather up
some drunken prisoners from around the
island. For this they would be punished once found they were put into an open cell
without any food, water, insect repellent or
air-con. Here they would be kept overnight
on a bed of concrete until daylight when
they would need to leave for work. Each
prisoner/inmate works five hours a day
until noon, and all have different jobs/tasks.
Some farm the animals while others gather
coconuts and grow vegetables. Those who
have trades are mechanics, carpenters,
fishermen, electricians etc. and maintain
the islands infrastructure. It takes 140 men
a full 12 months to keep the island clean
and functional.
The pile-ups continued. 30m was kept until
the last two days of the DXpedition. In fact
30m propagation was not all that good
earlier in the week. All operators noticed
excellent pile-up behaviour from all
continents. Everyone respected our
requests and we noticed no signs of DQRM.
We stayed focused, as we had a clear vision
on our goals. We were amazed with the
amount of South American stations worked
and having a VK operator on the team,
seemed to keep Oceania happy too!
Time to go home
All too soon, it was time to begin our
departure plan. We aimed to keep as many
stations QRV right until the last minute. The
final night saw a decline in band conditions

- we had timed it just right! We went QRT
at 02:19 on 22nd November 2015 on 30m
CW with AA4BQ being the last in the log. At
first daylight, teams were formed again and
began to dismantle the stations. We
skipped breakfast that day and within a few
hours all equipment had been removed. All
that was left were our footprints in the
sand! Everything had to be carefully packed
away again. The packed bags now needed
to be collected and be inspected, weighed
and labelled as we would not see these
bags again until loaded on the aeroplane.
Now that the DXpedition was over any
excess or unnecessary equipment could be
left behind thus reducing any further
baggage weights. After an early lunch, the
truck arrived to take us to the airfield to
prepare for our departure. Sure, we were
feeling lonesome. We were leaving this
island that had been our home for the past
five nights.

accommodation for the final night and as
we now had internet, we sent our complete
log to Charles M0OXO our QSL manager. He
uploaded it immediately to Clublog and
opened our OQRS pages. The following
hours were spent reading emails of support
and notes of thanks from the DX/IOTA
community.

However, we had achieved what we set out
to do and that was to activate this New
IOTA for the first time. Despite having one
day less on the island, we beat our
estimated target of 20,000 QSOs and
logged almost 22,000 QSOs in 146 DXCCs.
From these, there were 9,808 unique
callsigns with an amazing 6,606 North
Americans netting 32% of all QSOs. West
Coast stations were logged from 30m
through to 10m where S7 is #17 on the
most wanted list. Our antenna plans had
paid off and we hope we gave many a new
band/mode point in addition to the new
IOTA. Signal reports of 5/9 +20dB were not
uncommon. After our short one hour return
flight to Mahe, we settled into our

See http://af119new.com/news for latest
news.

We would like to thank CDXC, Clipperton
DX Club, DX-World, GDXF, GMDX, IREF,
IRTS, Mediterraneo DX Club, Nippon, SDXF,
UKSMG and WWDXC who supported us and
to the many individuals who donated to our
cause from early on. Thanks for your
confidence - it would not have been
possible without you. Your help is what
made our success! Also thanks to our
corporate sponsors and to those who gave
us discounts when purchasing our
equipment. Logs have already been
uploaded to LoTW and tnx to LZ3HI – Gold
Print, for sponsoring our QSL cards.

All supporting documentation has already
been submitted so special thanks to Roger
G3KMA and the IOTA committee who have
already approved and validated this
operation. AF119/p is not provisional
anymore!
We hope we did you proud and look
forward to seeing you again from yet
another ‘New One’.
On behalf of EA3NT, MM0NDX, PA3EWP,
SP5APW & VK5CE, vy 73. We could not
have asked for a better team!
de EI9FBB (S79C Team Leader).

ei9fbb@gmail.com
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V73D – The Marshall Islands experience, October 2015
Werner Hasemann DJ9KH

It should have been an
expedition into the
Pacific, with 12 operators,
without excessive freightor shipping costs and
24/7 activity. After ZK2C,
5W0M and T30D in the
past DL7VEE as the organizer focused us on
V7 as a suitable destination.
Not the rarest entity on CW, but the
ranking in SSB, RTTY and the low-bands
encouraged us to decide for the Marshalls.
Team-building was no problem as well as
finding suitable flights. Though finding a
hotel for 12 persons with space for at least
8 antennas, close to the beach was a
problem. We ended up with the Marshall
Island Resort on the Majuro Atoll, a good
and well organized 150 room-hotel with a
ham-friendly staff and solid electricity
supply.
We flew from Germany via South Korea to
Guam where we changed airline. The UAL
“IslandHopper“ showed us most islands of
Micronesia (Truk, Pohnpei, Kosrae) and the
Kwajalein Atoll before this 10 hour flight
ended on Majuro. Thank heaven.
Setting up the antennas began next
morning -three Spiderbeams, four verticals
for the low-bands and a 6m-beam were
ready to use late afternoon. Antennas were
quite close together and rather close to the
hotel-installations with dozens of airconditioners and several other sources of
RF-interference.

the standard noise-level. Installing the five
working sites was done in minutes, because
we were using almost identical equipment
on all places (K3, MKII Interface, Linears,
UCX-software).
Anyway, beginning late afternoon on
October 13th we were active 24 hours daily
with four stations covering all bands. With
almost 65.000 QSOs we were more than
satisfied in view of local QRM and poor
conditions on the higher bands. We were
happy about our 12,000 QSOs on RTTY and
the good rate of 32.5% European stations
on all HF-bands. Nevertheless we hope the
amateur radio community will understand
that the special circumstances with local
QRM did not allow us smooth dx traffic
The way back to Germany was a little bit
rough caused by UAL. Technical problems
with their planes and their very bad
information standards gave us some 48
hours filled with stress and discontent.
Never again!
My personal impression, after having seen
quite a number of Pacific Islands in the
past: Majuro is far away from being a gem
in the Pacific area. Even Ascension Island,
the former 'ashpit' in the South Atlantic has
more charm.
Beside the sponsors worldwide we would
very much like to thank our CDXC friends
for their support. QSL-cards are printed and
on their way, LotW and OQRS are activated,
so getting your QSOs confirmed shouldn't
be a problem.

So we had to cope with a lot of man-made
noise especially on the low-bands, S7 was

whasewmann@gmx.de
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TX3X – Chesterfield Islands- October 1 - 12, 2015
Gene Spinelli K5GS
Chesterfield Islands (also known as
Chesterfield Reefs) are uninhabited coral
atolls in the Coral Sea located
approximately 870 kilometers northwest of
Noumea, New Caledonia, a French
possession. The archipelago is made up of
11 islets and many reefs. The islands are a
loose collection of elongated reefs that
enclose a deep, semi-sheltered, lagoon. The
reefs on the west and northwest are known
as the Chesterfield Reefs; those on the east
and north being the Bampton Reefs. The
Chesterfield Reefs form a structure
measuring 120 km in length (northeast to
southwest) and 70 km across (east to west).
There are numerous cays occurring
amongst the reefs of both the Chesterfield
and Bampton Reefs. These include: Loop
Islet, Renard Cay, Skeleton Cay, Bennett
Island, Passage Islet, Long Island, the Avon
Isles, the Anchorage Islets and Bampton
Island.
TX3X operated from the Anchorage Inlets,
the above-water area named Les Trois Ilots
du Mouillage ("the three anchorage
islands"), which are less than two meters
above sea level at high tide. The surface is
composed of crushed coral and pumice
stone to a depth of over 36 inches (~1
meter) on a coral base. The reef is home to
thousands of nesting seabirds with an
active population of hermit crabs and sea
turtles. Surrounding the island are
submerged coral heads which make
navigation hazardous. As seen during
previous DXpeditions to the Coral Sea, the
beauty of the white sand against the blue
water and submerged coral is stunning. The
sun reflecting off the water and coral
produces the most beautiful colors in the
spectrum. The submerged coral heads
required our boat to anchor about 500
meters offshore. We used a Zodiac to travel
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to and from the island, carefully navigating
around the submerged obstacles.
Why Chesterfield Reef
The idea to activate Chesterfield surfaced
after the VK9MT project. Pista HA5AO, Les
W2LK, Gene K5GS met at Friedrichshafen
(Germany) to discuss several alternatives.
At the time Chesterfield was #24 on Clublog
but we knew it would move up the list after
the Navassa DX-pedition.
We contacted Remi FK8CP and Sam FK8DD
and asked for their assistance with landing
formalities and radio licensing. We also
contacted the ARRL to verify their
requirements for landing permits /
permission documentation. Remi FK8CP
contacted the radio licensing agency in
Noumea and helped with the process to get
TX3X. Each operator submitted a copy of
their amateur radio licence and passport.
The TX3X licence was valid from 30 Sept to
14 Oct, 2015.
The Team
We formed the team of: Pista HA5AO, Les
W2LK, Gene K5GS, Arnie N6HC, Tom ND2T,
Ross K6GFJ, David N6HD, Steve W1SRD,
Mike WA6O, Walt N6XG, Kevin K6TD, and
Alan AD6E.
Many of the team members knew one
another and others met for the first time at
the International DX Convention in Visalia,
California in April 2015. Over the course of
the project team members worked well
together and helped one another as
needed. Their prior DXpedition experience
and creativity was evident. Since all but one
of the team had DX-pedition experience,
the decisions came easily.
At their own expense, team members were
required to have emergency evacuation
and medical insurance. Each member

provided his medical history to team doctor
Arnie N6HC summarizing any serious
medical conditions, medications used,
where the medications were kept, and
emergency contact names / telephone
numbers. Physical limitations could
preclude a person from joining the team.
Boarding or leaving the Zodiac, climbing
into a bunk or even using the boat’s toilets
can be a physically challenging task in rough
seas. Each team member had to be self
sufficient. Since all of the team members
were in the at-risk cardiac age group, we
thought it prudent to purchase a portable
Automatic Electronic Defibrillator (AED) to
add to the medical supply kit.
The Boat
The expedition yacht Evohe from Dunedin,
New Zealand was previously used for the
Campbell Island and Mellish Reef DXpeditions. We contacted owner / skipper
Steve Kafka and asked if he would be
interested in a new project. Evohe is a six
sail sailing ketch with two Ford engines.
With a top speed of 10 knots we could
reach Chesterfield in three days from
Noumea, New Caledonia. Evohe is a no frills
“working boat” licensed to carry twelve
passengers and up to eight crew. A
“working boat” means there are few, if any,
creature comforts on the boat.
The skipper had a crew of four New
Zealanders: Ray, Allison, Tori (ZL1TOR), and
Jake. Two of the four had DXpedition
experience: Tori - Campbell Island and
Allison - Mellish Reef. We selected
Noumea, New Caledonia as our departure
point to minimize the number of days at
sea.
The Planning Process
Regularly scheduled Skype and Web-Ex
conference calls were conducted to plan
every aspect of the project. Budgets were
established, responsibilities assigned, fund
raising began and soon various documents
began to take shape. We contacted
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equipment manufacturers and dealers for
support.
Elecraft supplied 6 complete stations: K3
transceivers, KPA-500 amplifiers and P3
scopes. DX-Engineering donated thousands
of dollars in coax, accessories, masts and
power supplies. Expert Linears America, LLC
loaned us the new SPE 1.3 kw amp. Tom
Schiller N6BTsupplied six vertical antennas
while SteppIR and foldingantennas.com
sponsored the beam antennas. Other
suppliers of critical equipment included
Arlan Communications (Radiosport
headsets), MicroHam (interface units),
GM0OBX (custom interface cables), Innov
Antennas (high power filters), Spiderbeam
(accessories), Array Solutions (SAL antenna)
and Northern California DX Foundation (low
power filters). The USA sourced equipment
was consolidated in San Jose, California at
the home of Ross K6GFJ.
Supplies and consumables were sourced in
New Zealand, where we would consolidate
with the US shipment. Heavy items such as
tents, generators, the electrical grid, fuel
drums and miscellaneous items were
purchased in New Zealand and stored at
Precision Autowerk, Auckland.
Advance team arrives at Auckland
Shopping lists and store names were
provided to the advance team comprised of
Pista HA5AO, Ross K6GFJ and Gene K5GS,
augmented by local volunteers Roly
ZL1BQD, wife Gail ZL1FV and Brett
Sommerville (not licensed).
We chose Auckland as the consolidation
point for several reasons, the most
important being economics. We had access
to storage facilities, trucks and a loaner car
at no cost to the project. Additionally, it
was less expensive to ship the equipment
to New Zealand.
We loaded the boat on the afternoon of 12
Sept and the morning of 13 Sept, 2015.
Everything was trucked to the boat which
was a 30 minute drive from the storage

site. After our gear was loaded, the skipper
took on an initial supply of fresh fruits and
vegetables, meats and dry stores. By the
end of the day 15 Sept they were ready to
sail.
On 16 Sept Evohe took on diesel fuel and
1,200 litres of 91 octane petrol for our
generators. After clearing Customs and
Immigration on Thursday 17 Sept she sailed
for Noumea with Pista HA5AO on board for
the 7 day journey, arriving on 24 Sept.
Noumea, New Caledonia
The team began arriving at Noumea on 25
Sept. Most flew via Auckland, New Zealand
where several of us met at the airport.
Others flew via Australia. Having never
been to New Caledonia I didn’t know what
to expect. The island is mountainous and
one of the largest islands in the South
Pacific. The airport is a 45 minute drive
from the city centre. The predominant
language is French, yet most everyone we
encountered spoke some English. The city is
modern, with many shops and a well
engineered road infrastructure. We arrived
on a holiday weekend and almost all
businesses were closed making it easy to
navigate the streets that were virtually
deserted. There was a restaurant next to
the hotel and another restaurant at the
marina. We had an ample supply of beer
and food from those establishments. There
was also a McDonald’s near the marina.
Departure Day
On 28 Sept we set sail for the 3 day passage
to Chesterfield Reef. Although the winds
were in our favour we used the boat’s
engines for the journey. The skipper
planned our arrival at Chesterfield for the
morning of 1 Oct when the sun would be
positioned so he could see and navigate
around the submerged coral heads.
Arrival Day
The hard work begins: loading the Zodiac,
bringing people and equipment ashore and
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setting up the camps. The wind was strong
and presented a real challenge erecting
tents and antennas. It was our constant
companion, blowing at a steady twenty
knots and regularly gusting upwards of 35 –
40 knots rather than the 15-20 knot trade
winds we expected.
The wind made riding in the Zodiac “an
adventure in itself”. Sea spray showered us
as the Zodiac plied the rough sea. The
skipper asked us to get under a tarp so we
wouldn’t get too drenched. The landing
area was, for the most part, a narrow
sandbar with patches of low growth
vegetation consisting of grass and shrubs.
Our Mellish Reef experience indicated we
needed long tent and guying stakes on
Chesterfield. To manage cost and minimize
weight we used ninety pieces of rebar each
three feet long (1 metre), one hundred
twenty wooden three foot landscaping
stakes and one hundred sandbags each
capable of holding fifty pounds (23kg) of
sand. Several techniques were used to
secure the tents and antennas, including
burying a sandbag in a dead man
arrangement and/or augmenting the rebar
/ wood stakes with a sandbag.
We used five heavy duty tents configured
as follows: SSB camp, CW camp, data
centre / break tent and two sleeping tents.
In retrospect we needed more sleeping
tents since we couldn’t get back to the boat
often enough due to the heavy winds and
unsafe sea conditions.
The New Zealand sourced tents were made
of heavy duty poly canvas with steel
frames. The tents took a significant beating
from the wind. They kept the rain out and
remained standing. Except for not reading
the instructions, the biggest tent challenge
was the poles that held up the awning
continually sank in the loose sand. The boat
crew helped stabilized the poles and
performed daily maintenance on the guys.
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Other than the first night when the wind
caused some antenna problems we had no
other wind related antenna problems
except an inability to erect tall antennas.
The area was a narrow sandbar, about
thirty feet (ten metres) wide, with the sea
on both sides. Salt and sand spray was
constant, requiring daily maintenance of
the lower antennas. The two element
rotatable vertical antennas were installed
first, giving us 10 – 40m capability. It was
too windy (unsafe) to install the SteppIR
beams, the Battle Creek Special or the 80
meter antenna.
As the days progressed the wind never
subsided and propagation was getting
worse. In spite of the dangerous conditions
we did get the SteppIR beams erected. On
day 5 the 80 meter antenna was raised.
Due to the fierce wind, we couldn't get the
18M Spiderpole up for the 80M vertical but
we jury rigged a 30 foot antenna mast with
a top loading wire in an inverted L
configuration. We tried installing the Battle
Creek Special, but the winds were too
strong. Towards the end of the project the
80M antenna was reconfigured with a
longer piece of wire as a makeshift 160
antenna which we used on the last night.
After the DXpedition we saw a comment on
the Internet that suggested the antennas
may not have been the correct distance
from the sea. Maybe the writer knew
something we didn’t? Useable space
between high tide marks was only about 30
feet (10 metres).
Due to the unsafe conditions the skipper
severely limited our ability to shuttle back
and forth to the boat during the day, and
not at all at night. We created a shift
schedule that kept one team on the reef
6PM to 6AM. Sleeping on the island was
very difficult because of the wind and tent
noise. The revised schedule allowed sleep
time on the boat at night for half the team.
Propagation was such that we didn’t see a
significant negative impact from this new
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schedule since the bands were mostly
closed.
On the air
Steve W1SRD made the first contact with
AK6ZZ on 1 Oct. Propagation was good with
energetic pileups around the globe. We
became increasingly concerned when
propagation reports predicted strong
geomagnetic disturbances. When
propagation deteriorated the band
openings dwindled. As propagation further
diminished, atmospheric noise increased
and our rates suffered. Over the Horizon
Radar wiped out signals on 40 SSB one
night.
For the entire operation the “K” Index was
“4” or higher, with the “A” Index peaking at
77 on 7 Oct. Propagation was erratic and
unpredictable. We experienced pinpoint
(cluster-like) propagation where we could
hear a relatively small geographic area
extremely well. Suddenly signals
disappeared from that area and another
area would be heard for a short while.
There was no doubt you were hearing us
better than we heard you. We received
reports that aurora was causing problems
in northwestern EU. It was disappointing
that we couldn’t get on 160 until the last
night.
The pilots reported your complaints that we
worked Asia at the expense of other
regions. Unfortunately, we were not
hearing the other geographic areas but had
almost full time propagation to Asia. We
listened often for NA – SA – EU - AF and OC
and directed the pile-up when we could
hear them.
Being so close to JA and hearing them
almost all the time was challenging. We
asked JA to standby many times but it
wasn’t always effective. We tried several
different techniques to reduce the
continuous calling - some worked and some
didn’t.

We used seven Lenovo laptops configured
with N1MM+ in a networked environment.
Contrary to the usual Internet rumors, we
uploaded the logs on a daily basis except
for one day when we were distracted by
more pressing needs. No logs or Qs were
lost. We uploaded by day not by band as
some Internet rumors implied. We had an
unexplained logging problem when over
800 QSOs were incorrectly logged as PSK31.
The log was corrected from the island.
We had a problem with our website on 6
Oct (GMT date). Our web hosting firm
(inmotionhosting.com) suspended our
account because we were getting too many
hits. Several weeks before the DX-pedition
we gave them notice of the expected peaks
in usage and offered to pay for additional
resources, as required. We called them
from the island on the satellite phone. Their
system administrator made up a nonsense
story about our software being the
problem. We then called John Miller K6MM
and asked him to intervene with
inmotionhosting.com. Within an hour the
site was back on-line operating normally
and meeting the load. There were no
software problems
QRT and Return to Noumea
On the morning of Oct. 12th we went QRT
and began the teardown process. Ironically,
the wind subsided for a while. We spent
about six hours in tear down mode staging
equipment on the beach and ferrying it
back to the boat.
The journey back to Noumea was into the
wind and very rough. The skipper described
the seas as “confused”. While the swells
were only about 3 – 5 metres the skipper
said the seas were coming at us from
different directions. The ride was so rough
that team medic Arnie N6HC became
concerned that several team members
were unable to keep down fluids and food.
After three days at sea on the evening of 14
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Oct. the skipper dropped anchor at Koumac
on the far northern tip of New Caledonia.
The weather forecast indicated continued
strong winds and unsettled seas. The
skipper gave us the option of riding the
boat back to Noumea or taking a five hour
bus ride. Arrangements were made by the
harbour master to transport the team to a
local bus stop a few kilometers away. Arnie
N6HC rode the boat while the rest of us
took the bus to Noumea. Evohe arrived the
next day and Arnie survived the journey.
The Evohe departed Noumea on 19
October and arrived back in Auckland on 27
Oct where the Advance Team of Ross
K6GFJ, Gene K5GS and volunteer Brett
Sommerville, along with the crew, unloaded
the boat and trucked the equipment to
Precision Autowerk.
Daily challenges
The weather and propagation presented
the greatest challenges causing operating
plans to be changed. We had difficulty
sleeping on the island due to the sound of
the wind blowing across and through the
tents. The RadioSport headphones did a
good job of minimizing the external noise,
but nothing could be done to stop all the
tents and operating desks from shaking
constantly.
Antenna and tent guys required constant
attention, primarily due to the sand base
and lack of a solid footing. We had salt
contamination issues with the lower
antennas; the elevated SteppIRs had no
problem.
On cays like Chesterfield, heat and humidity
are important considerations. We brought
ashore over four hundred litres of drinking
water and twenty pounds (9 kg) of
powdered Gatorade to restore electrolytes
lost through perspiration. Everyone carried
a personal water container. We had a
supply of sunscreen and encouraged
everyone to protect themselves from the
sun with hats, long sleeve shirts and

application of sunscreen on exposed areas.
The Northern California DX Foundation
supplied tropical shirts that were perfect
for this protection.

sign in another station’s log. Maybe this
was caused by incorrectly posted call signs
on the cluster or overlapping pile-ups on
the narrow bands?

We were careful not to disturb ground
nesting birds. Many had eggs on the ground
and would become agitated if we got too
close. Nightly visits by the hermit crabs
were always interesting. Other than a few
cut fingers, we had no injuries or accidents
on the reef. Neither turtles, birds nor eggs
were injured although the birds were just
as interested in watching us as we were in
their well being. The birds were always
hovering close to our heads and watched
everything we did.

Message in a bottle

Results
Our goal was to work 80,000 QSOs and
concentrate on RTTY. Unfortunately, the
weather and propagation have a nasty
habit of changing the plans. After 10 full
operating days, we closed the log with
50,104 QSOs which now shows 50,123 with
SWL requests.
In general, the DX community cooperated
nicely during the pile-ups. However, being
so close to JA at times it was a real
challenge to get JA to QRX. We appreciated
those operators that followed the DX Code
of Conduct and wish those that didn’t
would recognize the problems they cause
for themselves and others.
The erratic propagation required you to
spend significant time in the chair to work
us. We received many e-mails from people
who got in the log with 100 watts and a
dipole or vertical. We worked a number of
mobile stations. I think these operators
know their limitations and leveraged their
skill to find an opening rather than rely on
the cluster.
There were two other DX-peditions and a
Cuban Special Events station on the air at
the same time. We know from e-mails
received afterwards that some people who
thought they worked TX3X found their call
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How many times have you walked along a
sandy beach, saw a bottle on the sand, and
discovered a message in the bottle? The
first team to arrive on the island saw a few
wine bottles on the sand. Upon further
investigation one of them contained a
message.
The bottle was dropped in the ocean on
March 30, 2014 (18 months before) from
the cruise ship “Carnival Spirit” by a family
from Australia. The ship was traveling from
Noumea to Sydney. We sent an e-mail to
the family from the island and later
followed up from Noumea with more
details and photos.
Wrap up
While we were disappointed with the
weather and propagation conditions, we
realise that there are some things we can’t
control.
We very much appreciate the support from
the global DX foundations, clubs, individuals
and partners who helped make this project
a reality. Our corporate sponsors were
equally important to the project.
The global pilot team led by Ralph W4HK,
our QSL consultant Tim M0URX and our
social media guru Glenn KE4KY did a
wonderful job. We met many fine people
in New Zealand and New Caledonia who
assisted us before and after the project.
The highlights of the project included giving
ATNOs, putting people on the Honor Roll,
Top of the Honor Roll, and supporting the
Auckland, New Zealand North Shore Boy /
Girl Scouts with our surplus equipment
donation.
I’d be remiss by not mentioning the
camaraderie, cooperation and friendship of

the TX3X team, the global pilots and all
those who helped us throughout the
project.

Please visit our website at: www.tx3x.com

k5gs@arrl.net

Mutterings from Rwanda
Nick Henwood - G3RWF/9X0NH
This is not a DXpedition report – just some
thoughts about operating
trends following a two
week visit to Rwanda
leading to CQWW CW
2015. Please accept that
some operating challenges
are down to my lack of skill
and, these days, my ageing ears! However,
I do think there is still room in our hobby
for those who are “jobbing operators – like
me. If there isn’t, DXing has a pretty bleak
future.
I went on my own – fourth trip. The guest
house where I stay has a great take-off in
most directions. Problems are operational.
Last time it was a very noisy wedding during
BERU. This time it was construction work on
a major building extension covering where I
have always placed antennas. How pleased
I was - especially when I had discussed
antenna siting so carefully. I guess they
didn’t want to lose the booking.
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Anyway, with a team of over-enthusiastic
builders, I got my folding hexbeam up to a
reasonable height and it immediately
performed – good RBN reports even using
the K3 barefoot. Just as well – there was
absolutely no chance of taking it down for
the odd “tweak”. Later I added a low band
inverted vee dipole.
The “Scores on the Doors”
QSOs: 12,002
Bands worked: 10,12,15,17,20,30,40.
DXCCs: 143
CW: 86.8%
SSB: 4.8%
RTTY: 8.4%
So being heard was not a problem. But I
was struck by what I think is a further major
lurch downwards in operating standards. It
seems fairly general but in East Africa the
nearest mass of radio amateurs is in
Southern Europe and the former-USSR. You
can hear them – they can hear you. Some
are not the world’s best operators.

As you can see, I did mainly CW – I prefer it.
I jotted down some comments as I went
along and here are some of them
x More and more stations drop
immediately on your listening frequency
by using improved technology. It is
often difficult to work more than one
station before you have to move.
x “Quiet spots” – those corners at the top
and bottom of a pile-up don’t remain
quiet for long. I used to leave the main
roaring pile-up thrashing itself to death
while canny operators were working me
at the edges – not so easy now.
x Many callers are simply putting down
the key and calling incessantly. Two
effects – it raises the QRM level
exponentially and often the calls run
into each other – so you start to wonder
why, say, every UA station ends starts
and ends with a “U”!! This all reduces
run rate and makes life generally
difficult.
x There is a group of operators who seem
strangely uninterested in making a QSO.
You can hear them calling all the time –
but not responding to what is going on.
What are they up to, I wonder?
Perhaps they are employees of the
electricity industry trying to keep up
demand. They are certainly noisy.
x More are sending at very high speed
when the dx station is plodding along
at, say, 28 wpm. Why? - ego? There is
one in the Far East who I now recognise
– not by reading the 60 wpm call but
because it is sent incessantly so I spot
the intrusive woodpecker effect. Equally
irritating are those with keyers set to 60
wpm who leave long gaps between
digits to simulate, say, 25 wpm.
x Then there are the ultra-slow senders.
Actually they usually get through
because you hear them grinding away.
Some call signs are getting longer, of
course – and I thought OM2015TITANIC
in CQWW was trying everyone’s
patience! Apart from anything else, my
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logging programme won’t accept that
length. It’s all rather self-indulgent. I
was asked if I would give an airing to
9X75IARU (or something) but sadly I
had planned a migraine so could not
help.
And so to SSB
You could reasonably ask what right I have
to make any comment with only 4.8%
logged. Well I recognised the need for some
SSB but my forays into the mode were
probably the most unpleasant amateur
radio experiences I have had for many a
year and I decided that I was not going to
subject myself to much of it.
There was a recent comment in CDXC
Digest about the poor audio quality of
European stations. Spot on! It is
unbelievable that so many European
stations have such atrocious audio. It
wrecks any operating pleasure and they
should be ashamed of themselves. Perhaps
those menu adjustments now available on
rigs should be removed. I found myself
facing a wall of foul distorted signals – nonstop and peppered with (sadly, it must be
said) Italian stations who very rarely give
their full call sign. Well if that’s our hobby
today, you can keep it! Seriously, it makes
you wonder about the future.
And so to RTTY
Again, a call of duty – “…feel I should do
some”. I have usually muttered on about
how boring it is but actually I found it quite
fun after the irritations of poor operating in
CW and SSB. Not that RTTY operating is
without fault but at least you can look at it
and not just listen to it! Very soothing.
What of CQWW CW?
Well, I gave it a serious “go” – 15m single
band LP. Conditions were only fair – but
that was good enough. The day before the
contest local noise levels leapt up following
a big storm. There was also crackling on
every band – like a poor electrical

connection. Although I had always planned
a low power entry, I began to consider
using my linear, but the mains voltage was
way down. Even adjusting the taps did not
prevent it tripping out. So low power it was.
In fact the local noises subsided - perhaps a
guest with offending equipment moved on.
CQWW was fun, as usual. At the Rwanda
end of things it was striking that the band
kept fading in and out. One moment you
were struggling with QRM – the next it was
strangely quiet. I was struck by a huge
increase in the number of duplicate QSOs beyond belief, really. Are European station
(in particular) just not keeping logs? – or
are they getting very confused between
neighbouring stations?
As I gave a huge amount of time to the
contest I was very aware that 15m was
open for a large part of each 24 hours –
even when antennas were not pointing to
Africa. It was a reminder that it is always
worth having a look round.
Finally a word, or perhaps a warning, on
behalf of people like me who go off to give
out some QSOs from a slightly unusual
location. It takes a lot of effort and there
needs to be sufficient enjoyment to make it
worthwhile. If being on the air becomes
something of a misery, why do it?
Travelling has become harder. Because of
security worries, on this trip I had my bags
searched in some way eight times. That’s
tedious when you have to repack carefully.
I took a linear because of falling sunspot
numbers. An extra bag is very expensive – I
am not asking for sympathy - appreciation

would do! While I had some very
encouraging internet messages, for the first
time I had a couple of people wanting to
argue the toss about not being in the log. I
also had the usual internet idiots wanting
to know why I had not updated LOTW
immediately; why I had not been on 12m
BPSK for 35 nano-seconds etc. It is still a lot
of fun – but poor operating and spill-over
from the commercialism and expectation of
mega-Dxpeditions is making it less so.
Overall not a very good end of term report,
I am afraid. It is getting less fun to go
somewhere which attracts attention. A few
years back I would have mentioned DQRM.
I had some but by far the biggest problem
appears to be poor operating. Really bad
habits – such as incessant calling – are
spreading. That makes having a QSO more
difficult – but, more importantly, it makes
the hobby less satisfying and interesting.
Idiocy (i.e. DQRM) is difficult to tackle but
poor operating caused by ignorance and
lack of experience should be capable of
some improvement. Are clubs – national
and local – giving much attention to
operating standards? They certainly could.
Are skilled DXers going on the air
sufficiently frequently to set standards and
show an example? – increasingly less so, I
suggest - “599TU” says it all. This is about
the future of our hobby.
nhenwood77@gmail.com

In the DX Window
Nigel Cawthorne, G3TXF
DXCC : the ultimate
Challenge in DXing
The ARRL’s DXCC
Challenge is aptly named.
It provides the ultimate
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challenge for any HF DXer: to work every
country (entity) on all ten bands (160m6m). Unlike the basic DXCC where the total
number of entities worked can sometimes
reach a plateau, there is always something
new to look for with the DXCC Challenge.

With 340 entities on the current DXCC list,
the maximum possible score with the DXCC
Challenge is 3,400. In the practical world
this is an impossible target. You would need
to have worked all 340 countries on both
160m and 6m (as well as all the other HF
bands) to reach the mythical maximum
total of 3,400. The highest scoring station is
currently EA8AK with 3,251 DXCC Challenge
points. Nobody (with today’s technology)
will ever reach the maximum of 3,400
points.
What makes the DXCC Challenge so much
fun is the fact that there is always
something still to aim for. Every major
DXpedition to a rare location will probably
provide the opportunity to earn one or two
extra points for the CDXC Challenge. With
three major DX-peditions (VP8SSI, VP8STI
and K5P Palmyra) scheduled for January
2016, there is certainly no CDXC member
who could not earn at least one or two new
DXCC Challenge points from these three
major operations.
The highest DXCC Challenge scores in the
UK are currently G3KMA : 3,135, G0JHC :
3,089, G4BWP : 3,073, GM3YTS : 3,038,
G3XTT : 3,020, GM0GAV : 2,954,
G4PWA :2,948 and G4CCZ : 2,921.
The ARRL runs the DXCC Challenge in
parallel with the main DXCC programme.
Once your DXCC Challenge total reaches
more than 1,000 it appears on the ARRL’s
automatically up-dated DXCC Challenge
listing on the ARRL web-site.
It takes many years to get a high placing in
the DXCC Challenge listing. You need to
have actively chased every major
DXpedition and rare DX stations over a
number of decades. For instance Clive
GM3POI who works just about everything
that is going (especially on 160m) is
currently in 14th place in the UK on the
DXCC Challenge listing, because he has only
been active from his GM-Orkney location
for about 25 years. That is just not long
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enough to get to the very top of the DXCC
Challenge table!
Chasing DX on the ‘edge bands’ (160m and
6m) is a vital part of the DXCC Challenge.
Big country scores on both 160m and 6m
are essential for a high position in the DXCC
Challenge listing. Many relative newcomers
to the DXCC Challenge who missed out on
the superb DX openings on 6m around the
year 2000 may never have the chance again
to work such DX on 50MHz. Every new
country that can be squeezed out on both
160m and 6m is vital to a good score in the
DXCC Challenge.
From the list above we can see there are
currently just five UK stations (G3KMA,
G0JHC, G4BWP, GM3YTS and G3XTT) who
are above the 3,000 level. Worldwide there
are only about 110 DXers who have more
than 3,000 DXCC Challenge points.
Pile-up operating - keep it snappy!
Yes, I know that I’ve said it before, but I
have no hesitation in saying it again: in a
CW pile-up never send your call-sign more
than once before listening, however briefly,
before calling again. So many DX chasers
(including several CDXC members) still send
their call-sign twice (without any break).
This leads to much time wasting in DX pileups because the DX-station may well have
got your full call correctly after the first
time that you send it, but has to wait while
you send it again. Or, even worse, the DXstation comes back to you after hearing
your call-sign correctly the first time and
then the DX-chaser doubles with the DXstation by repeating his call for a second
time, not realising that the DX-station is
already replying to him.
CW DX pile-ups (outside of contests) are
usually spread across a few kHz. Not so in
contests, particularly where a DX-station
(or new contest multiplier or whatever)
gets spotted on the Cluster. There then can
follow an “instantaneous monster Cluster
pile-up” with nearly everyone calling zero-

beat on exactly the same frequency. This
makes it very difficult, if not impossible, for
the DX-station to pick out any call from the
single-frequency pile-up. If in a contest you
come across a monster DX-Cluster pile-up
listen carefully, because if the DX-station is
running at a good rate despite the monster
zero-beat pile-up, he may well be using a
“narrow split” of just a few 100 Hz on either
side of the humungous, largely
indecipherable DX Cluster pile-up.
Whenever you hear such a monster pile-up
in a contest, never call zero-beat (perhaps
unless you have a rock-crushing signal!),
but always call a 100Hz or so on either side.
You’ll be surprised that this is often enough
for your signal to stand out from the
otherwise indecipherable mess on the zerobeat frequency.
When working DXpeditions on CW keep
your own exchange super short. The longer
you are transmitting your exchange, the
longer you are holding up the others trying
to work the DX in the pile-up. On CW, when
the DX station comes back with your call
send only “5NN TU”, at most. Do not repeat
your callsign, just send your short
exchange. Sadly it is only US operators who
really know how to behave in CW pile-ups,
by using snappy exchanges and excellent
timing. Many European DXers (including
quite a few CDXCers) labour the QSO
unnecessarily with needless repetition of
their call-sign and an even more pointless
repetition of an abbreviated 5NN as an
extended (unabbreviated) 599.
If you have programmed a pile-up
“QSO/exchange” into your logging
programme (as, again, several CDXC
members do) please make sure that the
format of that “QSO” is really appropriate
to a CW DX pile-up. No extra, and

unnecessary, repetition of your call-sign, no
extra “73”, just the basic “5NN TU” and
nothing else. Keep it snappy. The others
waiting in the pile-up (and the DX-station)
will thank you for it.
Who knows how many may be calling in a
major pile-up. Up to 100, more than 100 or
even several 100s. By keeping your own
transmission short you are enabling the DXstation to log you quicker, and then to
move on to deciphering another call from
the pile-up and to working the next station.
On the other end of the pile-up, tempting
as it might be, the DXpedition operator
should not send his “TU” too soon, i.e.
before the slow station has finished his
lengthy diatribe of a QSO exchange,
otherwise the inexperienced station may
assume that his QSO is not ‘good’ and will
then waste even more time by calling and
attempting to work the DX-station again.
PJ6/G3TXF – last of the Dutch Caribbean
islands
In early December G3TXF ‘completed the
set’ of Dutch Caribbean island operations
(having previously operated from PJ2, PJ4
and PJ7) by operating from Saba PJ6. What
a lovely place. From the shack window I
could see five other DXCC countries: VP2E,
PJ7, FJ, PJ5 and V4. The hill-side location on
Saba was excellent for Europe but no good
for USA/Japan. CDXC Member Mike G4IUF
operated from Saba last year and Rob
GM3YTS, Roger G3SXW, Bob K4UEE and
others are due on Saba PJ6 for ARRL CW
Contest in February.
Happy New Year for 2016. With three
major DXpeditions scheduled for January
there should be plenty to keep us all busy
chasing DX during the first month of the
New Year

nigel@g3txf.com
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Club Log Corner
UN Peace-Keeping Missions in the Levant and Egypt
Alan Jubb, 5B4AHJ
This article moves on in
time from the article in
the November Digest on
callsigns of the Central
Mediterranean Forces,
and looks at callsigns
used by some of the UN
peace-keeping missions in the Levant
(Cyprus, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine,
Syria and Turkey)[1] and Egypt.
Setting the scene
The United Nations[2] was established on 24
October 1945, soon after the end of World
War II, replacing the League of Nations,
with the objective, amongst other things, of
maintaining international peace and
security.

UNEF I. UNEF I forces were based in Sinai,
Egypt and Egyptian-occupied Gaza Strip,
with personnel provided by Brazil, Canada,
Columbia, Denmark, Finland, India,
Indonesia, Norway, Poland, Sweden and
Yugoslavia. The UNEF I mission ended in
May 1967.
So far as amateur radio activity during the
period of the UNEF I mission is concerned,
unlike later UN missions, the 4U prefix was
not used. However, there was much activity
by UNEF I personnel from the above
nations signing <home callsign>/SU.
Canadian personnel were extremely active.
VE3BQL/SU was QRV from Rafah, Gaza. The
back of the QSL, which mentions UNEF,
may be viewed on the Call Tester page in
Club Log. QSL, courtesy Patrick Rigg:

The Levant and Egypt is a politically volatile
region, so it is no surprise that a number of
UN missions have been active (some still
are) in the region. This article looks at the
most significant of these from both a
political and amateur radio perspective.
Kent Phillips, WB8HWO, who has been
involved in various UN missions in the
region, has informed me that every UN
mission has a mission callsign with a 4U1
prefix, e.g. 4U1CYP (Cyprus), 4U1SOM
(Somalia) etc. However, 4U1SOM is the
only UN mission callsign for which I have
found evidence of activity, which was
operated by Kent himself before becoming
T53UN.
UNEF I - Egypt 1956-67
The United Nations Emergency Force
(UNEF)[2] was established by the UN
General Assembly on 7th November 1956.
Its objective was to secure an end to the
Suez crisis. As there was a later UNEF
mission, referred to as UNEF II, this first
UNEF mission became referred to as
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UNFICYP Cyprus 1964 to date
The following is taken verbatim from
Wikipedia:
“The United Nations Peacekeeping Force in
Cyprus (UNFICYP) is a United Nations
peacekeeping force that was established
under United Nations Security Council
Resolution 186 in 1964 to prevent a
recurrence of fighting following
intercommunal violence between the Greek
Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots, to contribute
to the maintenance and restoration of law
and order and to facilitate a return to
normal conditions.

Following the 1974 Greek Cypriot coup
d'état and the Turkish invasion of Cyprus,
the United Nations Security Council (UNSC)
extended and expanded the mission to
prevent the dispute turning into war, and
UNFICYP was redeployed to patrol the
United Nations Buffer Zone in Cyprus and
assist in the maintenance of the military
status quo. Since its establishment, the
force has also worked in concert with the
Special Representative of the SecretaryGeneral and representatives of the two
communities to seek an amicable
diplomatic solution to the Cyprus dispute.
Initially, UNFICYP consisted of military and
civilian contingents drawn from Australia,
Austria, Denmark, Finland, Canada,
Sweden, Ireland, New Zealand, and the
United Kingdom. However, over its long
history the force has been the subject of
various UNSC resolutions and
reorganisations, and currently comprises
contingents from Argentina, Australia,
Austria, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Canada,
Croatia, El Salvador, Hungary, India,
Ireland, Italy, Montenegro, the Netherlands,
Peru, Serbia, Slovakia, Ukraine and the
United Kingdom.”
From an amateur radio point of view, there
seems to have been little or no activity by
members of UNFICYP. 4U1CYP was
mentioned earlier, but I have seen no
evidence that 4U1CYP was ever QRV. Below
is the only 4U QSL (courtesy of K9TF) that I
have come across from Cyprus:

I deduce from this QSL that the callsign was
5B4AAL/4U although it may have been
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WB8HWO/4U. However, the operator Kent,
WB8HWO has no recollection of using
either of these callsigns, but bear in mind
that it was 25 years ago! Kent was quite
active as 5B4AAL from 1990-92.
UNEF II Egypt 1973 to 1979
Following the Yom Kippur War in October,
1973, the second United Nations
Emergency Force (UNEF II)[2] was
established by the UN General Assembly in
accordance with United Nations Security
Council Resolution 340. UNEF II was given
the mandate to supervise the
implementation of Resolution 340 which
demanded that an immediate and
complete ceasefire between Egyptian and
Israeli forces be observed and that the
parties return to the positions they had
occupied at 1650 hours GMT on 22 October
1973. Effectively, this meant supervising
the redeployment of Egyptian and Israeli
troops, and manning and controlling the
buffer zones.
UNEF II operated within the Suez Canal
sector and the Sinai Peninsula, with a
headquarters initially in Cairo and later at
Ismailia. UNEF II was active from October
1973 until July 1979. In July 1979, UNEF II
comprised contingents from Canada,
Finland, Ghana, Indonesia, Sweden and
USA.
Most amateur radio activity by UNEF II
personnel again signed <home callsign>/SU.
However, some Swedish personnel on this
mission signed <home callsign>/4U. The
known 4U callsigns are SM0FHY/4U,
SM0FLK/4U, SM1FPE/4U, SM2ALH/4U,
SM2HLS/4U, SM3GUE/4U, SM4ATE/4U,
SM4GDB/4U, SM5DIC/4U and
SM6GBM/4U. Here is the front of the
SM0FLK/4U QSL, courtesy G4UZN. The rear
of the QSL can be viewed in Call Tester:

VE1RAV/4U, VE2DVG/4U, VE2PAB/4U,
VE3BWK/4U, VE3KFE/4U, VE3MQH/4U,
VE3NFR/4U, VE3NPZ/4U, VE3NVY/4U,
VE3UWC/4U, VE4ANM/4U, VE6AVJ/4U,
VE6EP/4U, VE7AAZ/4U, VE7CHZ/4U,
VO1KS/4U, VO1LX/4U, VO1TED/4U,
XO5TED/4U and YU3PR/4U. In addition
WB8HWO, who was based in Cyprus
(UNFICYP) at the time, made three trips to
UNDOF, and signed WB8HWO/4U.
The UNEF II mission is documented on the
Club Log Helpdesk[3]

VE1CHG/4U QSL courtesy of OE1WHC of
DokuFunk:

UNDOF Syria 1974 to date
Following the Yom Kippur War in October,
1973, the political situation on the
Syria/Israel border remained unstable. An
Agreement of Disengagement was signed
between Israel and Syrian forces, following
an initiative by the USA. Amongst other
things, this agreement provided for a buffer
zone and called for a United Nations
observer force to supervise its
implementation. The agreement was signed
on 31 May 1974, on which date the UN
Security Council adopted Resolution 350 to
set up the United Nations Disengagement
Observer Force (UNDOF)[4].
The buffer zone (aka Area of Separation) is
approximately 80km long and separates the
Israeli-occupied part of the Golan Heights
from the rest of Syria.
UN forces from several nations have been
involved in UNDOF, which is still ongoing.
Initially, forces were provided by Austria,
Canada, Peru and Poland, with later
contributions from Croatia, Finland, India,
Iran, Philippines, Slovak Republic and
currently by Fiji, India, Ireland, Nepal,
Netherlands and Philippines.
UNDOF personnel signed <home
callsign>/YK. Some members of the
Canadian and Finnish Contingent signed
<home callsign>/4U. Known 4U callsigns are
OH6XY/4U, OH1TD/4U, OH3BM/4U,
OH3MIG/4U, OH6XY/4U, OH7NDX/4U,
OH7XE/4U, VE1AMA/4U, VE1CHG/4U,
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The UNDOF mission is documented on the
Club Log Helpdesk[5]
UNIFIL Libya 1978 to date
Following the withdrawal of Israeli forces
from Lebanon in March 1978, after a fiveday occupation, the United Nations Interim
Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL)[6] was established
by the United Nations on 19 March 1978 as
a result of the adoption of Security
Council Mandates 425 & 426. Its original
mission was to restore international peace
and security, and help the Government of
Lebanon restore its effective authority in
the area. UNIFIL troop deployment began
on 23 March 1978, by re-assigning
personnel from UNEF II (Egypt) and UNDOF
(Syria). The UNIFIL mission is ongoing and
featured in season five of the US TV series
Homeland.
The following countries have contributed to
UNIFIL:
Armenia, Austria, Bangladesh, Belarus,
Belgium, Brazil, Brunei, Cambodia, China,

Croatia, Cyprus, El Salvador, Estonia, Fiji,
Finland, France, Germany, Ghana, Greece,
Guatemala, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Ireland, Italy, Kenya, Malaysia, Nepal,
Qatar, Republic of Korea, Serbia, Sierra
Leone, Slovenia, Spain, Sri Lanka, Turkey
and United Republic of Tanzania.
UNIFIL personnel signed <home
callsign>/OD5. Some members of the
Finnish and Swedish contingents signed
<home callsign>/4U. These are the known
4U callsigns: OH6XP/4U, OH7NR/4U,
OH7RE/4U, OH9TH/4U, SM1TDE/4I,
SM5EIT/4U and SM6EIG/4U. In addition
WB8HWO, made several trips to UNIFIL,
and signed WB8HWO/4U.
SM1TDE/4U QSL courtesy G3PMR:

exception, meaning that busted calls no
longer distort the most-wanted statistics.
---oOo--The on-going mapping review
As well as the review of 4U callsigns
referred to above, the DXCC entity of New
Zealand Subantarctic Islands (previously
known as Auckland and Campbell Islands)
has been whitelisted, again with the
objective of improving the quality of the
most-wanted statistics.
Thank you
To Mick M0XBF who, following the Club
Log corner article on XA callsigns in the
November Digest, once again went
through his father’s old SWL logbook
and came up with a QSO with an XA
station logged in January 1948, the first
I have come across after 1947.
To our esteemed editor Dennis, F5VHY
who has sent me a package of old QSL
cards of G6BQ’s, most of which are for
QSOs in the period 1946-1950. These
are being scanned, researched and
displayed in Call Tester.

UNIFIL is documented on the Club Log
Helpdesk [7].
4U calls in Club Log
Until recently, Club Log mapped all 4U
callsigns that didn’t have a callsign
exception to UN HQ in New York, by prefix.
I don’t think this was one of my better
mapping decisions, especially bearing in
mind that the UN HQ is a top-fifty DXCC
entity and that VU calls can easily be misread as 4U calls on CW. As a result, the 4U
prefix definition is with us no longer, and all
4U callsigns are now mapped by callsign

---oOo--References and acknowledgements
[1] Wikipedia: Levant
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Lebanon (UNIFIL), filed in DXCC Mappings/Asia
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The Contest World
Dennis Andrews, F5VHY
As 2015 comes to an
end, the RSGB Contests
Committee will be
looking back over a
busy, if sometimes a bit
of a controversial, year.
The Presidential
Review produced a number of
recommended changes to the management
of the Society’s contests.
At the end of December, it was announced
that the Contests Committee would be split
into three separate Committees from the
beginning of January 2016. These would be
the VHF Contest Committee, the HF
Contest Committee and the Contest
Support Committee – all with separate
memberships and chairs. As an interim
measure, Andy – G4PIQ will be acting –
Chair of the VHFCC, Nick – G4FAL actingChair of the HFCC and Ian – G0FCT actingChair of CSC.
Perhaps to balance the somewhat strident
criticism on the UK HF Contesting Forum,
Nick- G4FAL documented a long list of the
improvements and changes to RSGB
Contest rules (Message #6941) that are
being implemented. These must
demonstrate that, although the Committee
might not always be in a position to please
all of the people all of the time, they do
remain pretty active.
There must be some disappointment at the
low level of UK support for some of the
major contests. While the short 80m
weekday Club Contest events typically
might attract over 300 entries, the flagship
IOTA Contest, which this year totalled over
2,100 entries, included just 174 from UK.
The IOTA concept remains popular in many
areas. There were 365 entries from the
former USSR group of countries, 186 from
DL, 130 from Italy and even 122 from
Japan.
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It’s a pity that there seems to be little
incentive for UK groups to go out on Field
Day. This used to be a premier event for
most clubs, but this year attracted just 37
entries during the CW weekend and 39 for
SSB – a marked contrast to DARC in
Germany that attracted 92 portable entries
for CW.
Forthcoming attractions
Plenty of contest activity to look forward to
during the coming months.
29/31 January sees the CQ160m Contest
with the SSB weekend following on 26/28
February. Don – G5W (G3BJ) found CW
conditions challenging in 2015 only racking
up 1034 QSOs and 88 mults compared with
the previous year’s totals of 1264/110.
The ARRL DX contests appear on 20/21
February (CW) and on 5/6 March (SSB). Top
UK scorers on CW in 2015 were Justin –
G4A (G4TSH) and Jim – GM7R (GM0NAI)
who both totalled over 3,700 QSOs. On SSB,
Martin – G4XUM, operated from G3BJ’s
QTH using G5W and had over 4,000 QSOs
gross. There is normally lots of activity and
good operating during these contests and
with the potential of single-band and
different power categories, there is plenty
of scope for those that may consider
themselves “little pistols”!
The RSGB 80m Club Championship begins
again in February with 90-minute sessions
on CW, SSB and Data each month through
to July.
UK/EI DX Contests
This new event seems to have kicked off
well with the SSB section, in December,
attracting 231 entries. With a requirement
for submission of Cabrillo files within two
hours of the end of the contest plus a fully
automated adjudication process, the
provisional results are available very

quickly. Despite somewhat marginal band
conditions, the overall leader, Steve –
GW4BLE, totalled 773 QSOs in a 12-hour
entry, so there seems to have been a good
level of activity.
The CW section of the contest takes place
23/24 January 2016 and the full rules can
be found at http://www.ukeicc.com/whichcontest/contest-rules/uk-ei-dx-contest .
UKEICC’s twice-monthly 80m events
continue up to April. These are short, onehour, contests on a Wednesday evening
one on CW, the other SSB. Full details on
their website.
CQWW Roundup
The organisers of the CQWW Contests have
recently published the preliminary results
of their latest survey. They received over
5,000 responses, 50% of which came from
Europe.
A summary of the key findings
(http://cqww.com/blog/2015-cq-wwsurvey-results-part-1/#more-540) shows
that:
x

x

x

x
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Europe is the leader for contest
activity. We see this in the survey
results and in the number of logs that
are submitted.
We are getting older. This may have an
impact by lowering the number of
operating hours, increasing number of
multi-op entries, or eventually leading
to less overall activity.
There is a wide range of interest levels
among participants. Rules and
categories have to balance the need for
structure among those who are
seriously competing as well as not
causing an undue burden on those who
simply want enjoy a few hours of DX
chasing.
CW is the favourite operating mode.
Perhaps a future survey can determine if
this is for historical reasons or because
CW is a more effective mode for DXing.

Technology Push
It seems that, every year, new technology
of one kind or another extends many
aspects of contest operating in all kinds of
ways. These are sometimes expensive to
implement and may require high levels of
operating ability. Inevitably, these cause
headaches for the contest organisers in
deciding whether or not they conform to
the rules. Often we see a clash between
those that believe that these advances may
violate that unwritten rule called “The Spirit
of the Contest” and those who believe that
contesting is about exploiting the rules to
the absolute maximum.
CQWW seems to be the vehicle in which
these developments usually appear and
2015 was no exception. The various contest
forums have seen lively discussion in a
number of areas.
Super-check partial (SCP) has come under
renewed scrutiny with the database
manager, Stu – K6TU, raising the question
of whether its use should put a contestant
in the Assisted category. There were many
postings in agreement with this; some
pointing out that WRTC does not allow use
of SCP. Others question whether or not use
of SCP is any different to use of
MASTER.DTA or CTY.DAT. Perhaps a valid
point is that, while the use of SCP can be
acceptable as part of an Unassisted entry
during the contest, its use in “massaging” a
log after the contest is certainly not within
the “spirit”. In any case, the current CQ
rules on Assisted entries are quite clear and
unambiguous. QSO finding assistance: The
use of any technology or other source that
provides call sign or multiplier identification
of a signal to the operator. This includes,
but is not limited to, use of a CW decoder,
DX cluster, DX spotting web sites (e.g., DX
Summit), local or remote call sign and
frequency decoding technology (e.g., CW
Skimmer or Reverse Beacon Network), or
operating arrangements involving other
individuals.

Duelling – (although perhaps it should be
dualling) is a term that has come to be
associated with the advanced SO2R
technique that allows operation of
simultaneous Run stations on two bands. At
the forefront in the CW event this year was
Dan, N6MJ operating as ZF2MJ. Using a
setup of two computers, two keyboards,
two rigs and two connected logging
programs, he was often hitting a tenminute run-rate of almost 400/hr and well
over 300 in a single hour. There’s a view of
the setup at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no8n
GGa99cE .The software controlled interlock
light is visible that ensures that the station

conforms to the “only one signal on the air
at any one time” rule. Others using similar
arrangements included CT1BOH, OH0V and
V47T. There are suggestions that this mode
of operation should be restricted or that
additional contest sections should be
introduced for this mode. Expressing a
personal view, I dislike the concept of
fragmenting contest rules as it inevitably
devalues the associated awards. If building
a top station and developing operating
techniques takes an individual or group to
the top of the list, then, maybe, that’s
exactly what contesting should all bel
about.

World top-tens – CQWW 2015
With the large number of sections, there are plenty of spots to aim for that will result in a
position in the World top-10. The following are spotted in the CQ listing of raw scores.
World
Position

Callsign

Claimed
Score

Section

CW 2015

World
Position

Callsign

Claimed
Score

Section

9,060,052

SO High All Bands

SSB 2015

#1

GJ2A (MJ0ASP

1,323,756

QRP all band

#3

M2L

#9

P3F (5B4AGN)

180,472

(A) Low 10m

#8

G4CWH

302,931

#5

M6T (G4BUO)

QRP All Bands

1,002,140

SO High 20m

#9

C4Z (5B4AIZ)

693,122

#3

GM3YEH

SO High 10m

105,050

QRP 20m

#5

GW4BLE

1,164,408

#6

G4CWH

SO High 15m

79,610

QRP 20m

#5

GJ4YHU

52,624

#4

MW5R (MW0EDX)

703,912

(A) Low 20m

#3

G9W (M0DXR)

#10
#8

G4U (G4SGX)

338,021

(A) Low 20m

#8

G3Y (G3YBY)

GM3X (GM3POI)

849,830

SO High 40m

#4

G3ZNR

#2

GW5R (GW3YDX)

1,230,579

(A) High 40m

#1

GI6K (GI0KOW)

679,106

(A) Low 20m

#3

M3C (G0VQR)

QRP 80m

#1

MW0JRX

211,544

(A) QRP 20m

#7

GS8VL (GM0GAV)

486,972

(A) High 80m

#5

G0W (G0VDZ)

5,428

(A) QRP 40m

#4

GM0WED

162,450

(A) Low 80m

#2

M5B (G3WVG)

267,375

(A) High 80m

#2

GM4AFF

27,657

QRP 160m

#7

G8X (G4FJK)

26,130

(A) Low 80m

#7

G3SVL

24.696

(A) Low 160m

#3

G4L (G4LDL)

40,320

SO High 160m
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34,775

QRP 15m

1,426,250

SO High 20m

171,228

SO Low 20m

10,282

QRP 20m

IOTA NEWS
Roger Balister, G3KMA, RSGB IOTA Manager
2016 IOTA Honour Roll Annual Listings

Operations which have provided
acceptable validation material

IOTA enthusiasts are
reminded that the last date
for mailing applications or
updates to checkpoints for
inclusion in the 2016 Honour Roll and other
performance tables is 31 January 2016. If
postmarked after that date, they will be
processed in the normal way but the scores
will be held over to the following year's
listing. It is important that participants who
have not updated since the 2011 annual
listings and wish to remain listed should
make a submission on or before 31 January
2016.
UPDATE OF DATA IN IOTA DIRECTORY
(MAY 2014 EDITION)
IOTA reference number issued since
publication of IOTA Directory

AF-119 S79C Coetivy Island (Nov 15)
AS-128 3W4VE Phu Quoc Island (Nov 15)
AS-128 3W4VX Phu Quoc Island (Nov 15)
AS-162 3W3MD/P Cham Island (Nov 15)
OC-217 YB4IR/3 Kangean Island, Kangean
Islands (Nov 15)
OC-237 YB4IR/3 Iyang Island (Oct 15)
SA-058 YY4CEG/P Larga Island (Sept 14)
SA-058 YY4IVB/P Larga Island (Sept 14)
This list can include operations where
validation material was volunteered,
i.e. not specifically required for credit to be
given. In all cases, cards now submitted will
be accepted by checkpoints if they meet
normal standards.
This means that the island name should be
printed on the card.

AF-119 S7 Coetivy Island (Seychelles)

g3kma@dsl.pipex.com

The CDXC Digital Diary
Roger Cooke, G3LDI
BARTG 75 Baud Sprints
The two BARTG 75 Baud
sprints take place in April
and September, close to
the equinoxes so
propagation ought to be
reasonable at those times.
Unfortunately we are sliding down the
slippery slope of the sunspot cycle and it
looks as though band conditions will
continue to deteriorate for a few years. This
makes 10m and 15m untenable for working
anything at all at the time of these two
contests, 1700 until 2100z. This year for
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example 10m was closed from the start and
15 followed soon after the contest started.
We could change things to address this
problem. For example:
x

Run a poll on RTTY contesting and ask
the punters what they would like.

x

Have two 75 Baud contests on the same
day, each four hours, to placate other
areas of the globe.

x

75 Baud has increased in popularity
since inception, so we could have one

contest with two separate periods, say
three hours each.
x

Should we carry on running contests at
75 baud?

x

Should we abandon the concept of
short period contests which will never
suit world-wide participation?

We don’t want to turn it into yet another
marathon however. The idea of short
period contests appeals to lots of people,
but they are very restrictive in the areas of
the globe they cover. If you have any
suggestions regarding this, please let the
BARTG committee know. You can email me
or email to:bartg@bartg.org.uk .

2-Tone
The latest version of David G3YYD’s
software can be downloaded here:
http://www.rttycontesting.com/downloads
/2tone/
I have yet to update my ancient shack
computer in order to try this but those that
have all say how good it is. I am still hung
up on FSK too so have yet to be converted!
The idea is to integrate it into N1MM
together with MMTTY to compare the two.
This link shows exactly how to do that.
http://www.rttycontesting.com/tutorials/n
1mm/classic/digital-interface-for-2tone/

If you send direct to me, I can then pass it
to the committee anyway.

Trying to use 2-Tone on an old XP machine
is not easy, so I shall wait until I do update
it to something a bit more current.

BARTG Sprint 2016

The JT Modes

This will take place on 23/01/16 12:00z to
24/01/16 12:00z

As I have mentioned in this column, the JT
users have complained to BARTG about
QRM during contests, possibly even outside
contests. Personally I don’t use the JT
modes, but may give them a try when I
have time. However, one local, Gordon
Higgins G3PXT uses JT65 with low power
and wire antennas. Gordon uses around
10w to work his DX on JT65. He has worked
around 365 locator squares using the mode
and uses the HB9HQX program on his
computer. Gordon also mentions that other
users within the JT65 passband cause
problems, presumably because the JT
stations cannot be heard! The centre
frequencies for JT65 are:

This is not to be confused with the 75 Baud
Sprints. Any operator with a top ten SOE or
SOAB placing in any BARTG contest during
the last three years must enter as an expert
in SOE
Other stations may choose to enter the
expert class if they wish. The class entered
must be shown in the log. Single operator
entrants may only have one signal on the
air at any time. SOAB entrants may only
change band once in any 5 minute period.
BANDS: 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80 metres
Don’t forget the exchange is a 3 or 4 figure
serial number ONLY! No RST is required.
Some people are too lazy to change their
macros, but you “could” lose points if you
do send RST. Full rules can be found here:
http://s3.spanglefish.com/s/7850/documen
ts/contests/sprint/rules/current/bartg%20s
print%20rules.pdf
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1.838, 3.576, 7.076, 10.138, 14.076, 18.102,
21.076, 24.920, 28.076MHz
However, I see no way to combat the
problem IF the JT65 station is using a power
level such that it cannot be heard. I realize
that some are using around 50w, and thus
possibly can be heard, but personally I
don’t see a solution, unless there are
chunks of the bands that are avoided
totally. That is something that will not

happen I think! To the date of writing,
Gordon has worked 900 Qs, 363 grids and
64 DXCC countries on JT65.
Last year, Phil GU0SUP tried the mode and
this is what he had to say:
JT65, and JT9, are modes that you can
indeed use when RTTY would be inaudible. I
prefer JT65 for no apparent reason, but JT9
is certainly more efficient, both in terms of
bandwidth, and power levels used. I've been
using both (but mostly JT65A) for some
while now, and it is amazing what you can
work when the bands are flat.
When I first started, I thought it would be
good to join the JT-user group on Yahoo. It
seemed pertinent, and would be useful in
finding out what is good practice. Well, that
was not my experience of that particular
group! They were extremely anti-RTTY, and
I when I mentioned that I used both modes,
I ended up with more than a few direct emails that were enough to make me decide
to un-join the group, and quickly!
There are several users that specifically use
RTTY during a contest to tell folk to clear off
the JT65 frequencies. They generally won't
provide a callsign, and I saw a couple of
users letting others know the best ways to
interfere with RTTY signals. These are calls I
now avoid like the plague when I am using
the mode. OK, I know it is good practice not
to interfere with other users of the band,
and it is fair to say that you may often not
be able to hear them, which doesn't mean
they aren't there, but these few were very
anti-RTTY, and made very few comments
about CW invading "their space" during the
likes of CQWW. Simply, it is NOT "their
space", as digital modes are allocated a
space where you can use whichever mode
you choose. That does not mean I will
intentionally get in their way, but they are a
very vociferous lot.
If you have not yet tried either of these
modes, then I can recommend them, as it is
an impressive tool. I've managed VK/ZL and
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W6/7/VE7 with just 20 watts of JT65 on
10m when RTTY would simply not work. The
apps by VK3AMA are extremely useful with
either, and can be made to log into your
logging software automatically. At 5
minutes per QSO, it is not a rate mode, but
still useful
A sensible solution is needed to prevent all
the unnecessary retaliation and throwing of
stones! This is what Al AB2ZY said:
One thing I will say in favour of the JT65 et
al users (without excusing the behaviour) is
that it's a mode that really requires a fixed
set of frequencies. The small packet size,
the absolute time dependency of the
protocol, and very weak signal capability
make it basically impossible to tune around
hunting for activity. You have to know
where it's going to be, and a gentlemen's
agreement to stay clear of those few kHz in
each of the bands isn't the end of the world.
And JT65 users have to realize that if they're
going to break out of the tiny window they
currently occupy, that 20 watt signal
detectable below the background band
noise isn't going to be heard by anyone
using CW or RTTY.
What we really need is more amateur
allocations on HF. This ought to be possible
with all the commercial BC stations moving
away from HF Short Wave. Listening around
6MHz there are lots of pirates already using
those frequencies anyway, without waiting
for any legalisation!
An interesting HF Bandplan for Data modes
is here:
http://www.ciarc.org/downloads/Digital_M
ode_Band_Plan.pdf
The RSGB Band plans are here:
http://rsgb.org/main/operating/bandplans/
Whatever happens to band planning, we all
have to live with each other and toleration
is the name of the game.

BARTG Results
Simone is catching up with the horrendous
mess and here are links to the latest
results. They will be posted much quicker in
future, thanks to Simone’s hard work and
software from Pete G4CLA. Simone has
posted this on the RTTY reflector and for
those that haven’t yet seen it, here it is:
It is with pleasure I can announce the full
results for all BARTG contests are now
available on our contest 2015 calendar
webpage. Simply click on the results button
to be taken to them. Certificate winners
may download their certificates by clicking
on the icon. You may be interested in the
QSO analysis extracted from the results.
You will also be able to access your UBN
data using the details provided when you
submitted your original log.
http://bartg.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/readcal.pl
links to our 2015 Calendar page.
It is a very well laid out page and Simone
has done an excellent job. Hopefully 2016
will be somewhat easier and the results
available even quicker. The SWL section has
problems and Simone has ideas regarding
some of the other sections as well, as you
see from her comments below.

SWL simply because the RSGB doesn’t run
SWL in its tests any more. I would like to
restrict the SWL section to entrants who are
SWL and not transmitting stations, unless
as in the past, the licence prohibits the use
of the bands or modes of the contest. SWL
is dying out really as transmitting licences
are now so readily obtainable. I would
cease the SWL, but by restricting to non-TX
stations I am happy to let it run.
I would like to encourage a QRP type
section to cater for licence classes that are
power restricted, such as the UK novice
section. Entrants to this section would have
to hold a novice type licence. To add spice
to the working of such stations, they could
have a points bonus for working them say
double points, thus making them desirable
to work. I would extend this section across
all four contests simply to encourage more
new licensees into our favourite mode of
QSO and of course the thrill of contesting.
OK folks, that’s it, --- play the music – open
the cage. 73 de Roger – G3LDI.
roger@g3ldi.co.uk



SWL is a thorny issue of course. I don’t have
any automatic adjudication software for

QRP Focus
Dave Sergeant, G3YMC
We QRPers are still
struggling with
mediocre conditions
with the occasional
good day but also days
when the geomagnetic
field is high and not
conducive to DXing. 10m has been largely
dead. Those with beams and power are still
able to work the exotic stuff in the Pacific,
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but for the rest of us we have to be content
with Europe and USA. At least that is how it
appears at G3YMC with often many days
without a single QSO in the log. In October I
even chased the HA ITU award and
managed after some effort to attain the
Gold certificate for working all 22 of the
special HA*ITU and HG*ITU stations – good
fun but hardly DX.

CQWW CW
Along with the WPX contest in May I always
enjoy having a semi-serious bash at the
CQWW contest. Contests such as these are
an excellent way to work quite a lot of the
more unusual places in the world without
the bedlam pileups experienced at most
other times. By and large even the
DXpeditions tend to operate co-channel
rather than split and the pileups when they
do occur are manageable. Conditions were
reasonable but nothing special, and
although from the reports on the UK
Contest reflector the bigger stations
worked a lot of DX it was somewhat lacking
at G3YMC. Among my 710 QSOs were
C92ZO and 6V7A but nothing from China,
Japan or Australasia. Even Nick 9X0NH
failed to make it to the log even though I
had worked him earlier in the week. There
seemed to be more entrants to the QRP
section this year and from the claimed
scores it seems I have been beaten by
G4DBW to second place G with a significant
margin over the other QRP entrants.
Top Band
As I mentioned the other month, this QTH
is a disaster zone for Top Band being not
only too small for anything approaching
sensible antennas but also built on sand. I
wanted however to get something going
down there and last month put up what is
effectively a top loaded vertical made of a
vertical wire and a resonated horizontal leg.
Total length some 60ft and hardly that
much for radials. Never going to set the
band on fire, but it is not intended to.
Top Band is a strange affair these days –
lots of big European stations calling DX and
working JA stations inaudible here like
shelling peas. Those that seem to be
looking for nearer QSOs seem to have
turned their receivers off with no response
when called. Others, much weaker, seem to
have receivers that work. A totally different
scene than it used to be when I first got
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licensed when I even worked ZL with 10W.
Results with the new antenna are as
expected - just a few QSOs have been
made. In the RSGB contest in November I
found I could work people fairly easily even
with 5W. Proof of the pudding though was
in the ARRL 160m, a contest I don't
normally do as you can only work USA/VE,
when I had a QSO with VY2ZM. OK, he has
a huge antenna for the band, but it does
give some confidence that I am getting out.
I hope to do a bit better in CQ160 later this
month.
Sponsorship etc.
I was reading the November Digest with the
list of DXpeditions that CDXC has sponsored
this year. I often miss out working most of
these with the size of pileups nowadays and
2015 seems to be following the trend – I
have not worked a single one of our 10
sponsored DXpeditions. Interestingly
although I did not work the sponsored
C21EU I did work E6GG which was self
funded, maybe we can read something into
that.
It might be worth doing a survey among
CDXC members (or an exercise with Club
Log) as to what proportion of members
work each sponsored DXpedition. I imagine
there are quite a few of us lesser equipped
stations who miss out. It is right that we do
sponsor, and the Committee has strict rules
on deciding which of the many DXpeditions
we support, but if we really are to appeal
and encourage the smaller stations maybe
this needs some review.
I had a little chuckle reading Nigel's
comments in the November Digest - “there
can be no CDXC Member who cannot
benefit from something 'new' from these
three major DX-Peditions (K5P, VP8SGI,
VP8STI), be it an ATNO, a new mode or
even just a few Band-Slots”. Well it
certainly would be nice to work one of
these, but with all the publicity given them
and the expected size of the pileups I

suspect it is a long straw that I get any of
them in the YMC log, coupled also that for
unrelated matters, I will be finding myself
away from the shack quite a lot during
January/February. I have worked these in
my QRO days but a few QRP slots would be
nice. Time will tell, and good luck to those
members who do succeed.

Finally, looking at the membership survey
article, I see there are only ten respondents
who claim to run 5W and under. I am sure
there will be more, maybe they don't want
to admit it! With 45% saying they use wire
antennas, the smaller station is a significant
proportion of CDXC membership and it is
right that we support and encourage them.

dave@davesergeant.com

Aspiring DXpeditioners
Roger Western, G3SXW
For the DX-Chaser it is frustrating when
trying to work a rare one only to find that
the DXpedition operator has not the skill or
experience to manage the pile-up. This
seems all too common, even sometimes
with really rare DXpeditions. How can it be
that guys go to these super-rare DXCC
entities without that crucial experience?
Causes
This could be a long list, but let’s
summarise the main causes:
x

those who have not faced a big pile-up
before might not appreciate that it
takes skill and experience to know how
to operate effectively. They can operate
at home, have perhaps done so for
some decades, so “I know how to
operate”, they might say;

x

they join the team for the ‘wrong’
reasons: they have the time and money
to invest and are therefore invited
along with or without adequate pile-up
operating experience;

x

the team is so over-burdened with the
challenges of transport, permissions,
accommodation, stations, antennas
that they attribute insufficient priority
to pile-up operating skills;
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x

they may be unaware of the need to
build skills BEFORE the trip so may not
undergo self-training. As a result they
perhaps do not even become aware of
the many tools available, software and
so forth. Operating is taken for granted.

Funding
As always, if the DXpedition is entirely selffunded then surely no-one can complain
about anything. The DXpeditioner in this
case is under no obligation to deliver - he is
free to do as he pleases. Hopefully he feels
some moral duty to provide QSOs with his
rare one but if he fails to do so, for any
reason, then the DX-Chaser has no
recourse.
However, we realise that these days it is by
no means universal but is quite normal
practice to seek financial support, in some
cases large sums. In these cases they are
expected by the donors to deliver a
reasonable performance. This encompasses
not just good signals, propagation
knowledge and so forth, but also pile-up
operating skill. That should then lead to an
acceptable number of QSOs in the log, and
in addition an enjoyable experience for all
involved.
Individuals who donate money do so
entirely of their own volition and with

whatever expectations that they establish
for themselves. It could be that many
donate simply because they ‘need ‘it’,
without researching the chances of making
that precious QSO. That’s fine – it’s entirely
their own decision.
Club Sponsoring
However, when a Club, such as CDXC,
makes a substantial cash contribution they
take into account the many factors which
might lead to a successful DXpedition. This
includes funding conditions. The CDXC
conditions, concerning operating, are:
x

Conduct (http://dxcode.org/DXpednew.html)

x

Operate the DXpedition under the ARRL
‘Ethics and Operating Procedures’
guidelines and the relevant Abide by
the DXpeditioner's Code of sections of
‘DXpeditioning Behind the Scenes’

But I wonder if this is adequate to protect
members’ interests. For example, GM-DX
Group includes these conditions:
x

The proposed expedition must be high
in the European most wanted list as
published in The DX Magazine or on
Clublog

x

QSO target should be in excess of
50,000

x

The applicants must operate the
DXpedition under the guidelines
contained within the DX Code of
Conduct for both sides of the
expedition and state this clearly in their
web page

After the Event
We might also wonder whether CDXC
Committee analyses the success of funded
DXpeditions by any criteria, formalised or
subjective. Some hard statistics could be
assembled from ClubLog: number of QSOs,
proportion with UK stations, impact on
Most Wanted listing and so forth.
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There could be (perhaps there already is) a
black-list of individuals who have managed
DXpeditions which are deemed to have
‘failed’, such that they do not receive later
CDXC funding. This might be a subjective
composite of various factors leading to a
‘Yes, Maybe, No’ decision. The team
leader(s) should be held accountable if
their team displays insufficient pile-up
operating skills. Of course this too is
subjective: one unskilled out of ten
operators might be deemed to be
acceptable.
These suggestions indeed might well apply
to all funding organisations, not just CDXC.
But CDXC is one of the biggest DX clubs in
the world so is seen to set standards. One
of the most visible ways of establishing the
Club’s credo is by its DXpedition funding. Of
course, there is more to it than just club
funding conditions. But this is one way in
which DX-Chaser frustration might be
minimised. We perhaps need, collectively,
to increase awareness of the vital issue of
pile-up operating skill.
Meantime, DX-Chasers might inject more
realism into their expectations. Instead of
simply venting their frustrations at not
making the cherished QSO they might make
more allowances for propagation and also
up their own game by improving their setup
Response from Chairman, Chris Duckling,
G3SVL
Roger makes some good points in his article
and has graciously allowed me to see a
draft such that I can respond on behalf of
the CDXC Committee.
I agree with Roger’s comments about our
lack of right to criticise a self-funded and
non-sponsored DXpedition. Those are
personal endeavours and while we all hope
they will put on a good show, we should
not dictate their modus operandi. That said,
I can’t see the harm in private – and I mean

private – words of encouragement and
constructive criticism after the event if we
feel we can help that DX’er develop.
Turning now to the comments on Club
sponsorship, Roger is not correct in his
request that we add conditions similar to
GMDX – we already have those clauses!
http://www.cdxc.org.uk/expeditions leads
you straight to our criteria which includes
‘normally the top quartile’ so top 85 most
wanted in Europe and greater than 15,000
QSO target. So I see no reason to change
those terms. I do however agree that we
should encourage ‘both ends of the DX
Code of Conduct’ and will make that
change to our conditions - although many
DXpeditions already have that on their
website.
The topic of ‘rookie’ operators, whether on
a sponsored or non-sponsored Dxpedition,
is an interesting one. We all had to start
somewhere and while it is common
knowledge that contesters have a head
start – because they love pile ups – most
operators will only ever experience real pile
ups when on a DXpedition. The Five Star
DXers (FSDXA) has a very successful model
for this. With a large team they always take
rookies and have a mentoring system if the
operator appears to be struggling. They
also have a good handbook with ‘house
rules’ for operating. And we should not
forget that you might be an elite CW op but
faced with an RTTY pile up you’re a rookie! I
would certainly encourage all DXpedition
leaders to consider mentoring before and
during a DXpedition.
As for CDXC’s position on the team
experience, we have always taken into
account the team leader and the other
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members of the DXpedition – including
support members such as QSL manager.
Usually they are known to one or more of
us and usually we know of their respective
past experience. Recently I have used
GDXF’s excellent Mega DXpedition Honor
Roll http://www.gdxf.de/megadxpeditions/
to calculate the number of mega
DXpeditions the team members have been
on and create an average score for the
DXpedition we are being asked to sponsor.
This is relatively new but to date there have
been few surprises. Of course it’s not a
perfect measure, just something that shows
they’ve been around a bit. Examples of the
average mega DXpedition scores (i.e. the
total number of mega DXpeditions the
operators have been on divided by the
number of operators on that DXpedition)
are: V73D = 3.08; VK9WA = 0.63; K5P = 5.4
and FT4JA = 3.9. Draw your own
conclusions.
After the event we do look at how they did.
Did they meet their QSO targets, did they
meet their stated objectives, were there
extenuating circumstances, what did CDXC
members have to say about them? On
occasions I will feedback comments
privately – preferring to do that in person
at a DX Convention or by phone (e-mails
can so easily get misunderstood). And of
course we take past performance into
account for future sponsorship – both good
and bad.
Finally, I would say that the approach I take
when collecting all the facts together to
present the sponsorship case to the
Committee I try to use all the data I can lay
my hands on – but despite the science,
there is always a bit of art!

Leers to the Editor
Do you have any views on what appears in the Digest. Why not make a contribuon to the
discussion? E-mail the Editor at ed@cdxc.org.uk .
From: Peter Chadwick G3RZP
I read with interest G3SXW's comments
regarding the 2015 RSGB Convenon. To
some extent, I understand the point he is
making.
Maybe we need to look at the history. The
really 'technical' convenons were probably
the meengs of the VHF people at the
Winning Post at Wion in the 1950s and
perhaps the London SSB dinners of the
same era. The VHF meengs developed
into the VHF Convenon, which became
more and more of a general 'radio rally' and
lost support. The HF Convenon, starng in
a small way at the Belfry, developed
gradually. It is perhaps only in the last 10 to
15 years that it has become a 'general'
RSGB Convenon. As such, it needs to
appeal to a wide audience, and it does give
a possible insight to the specialist wide
world of HF DXing.
Now Roger suggests that technical lectures
are of no interest, at least to him. But what
about the guy entering the HF DX world?
How does he, for example, ﬁnd out about
what receiver parameters are important for
the DXer, or is he just to choose whatever
product from YaeComEleKen he THINKS
might be best? That others think the
lectures are worthwhile can be judged by

the aendances. It’s only since the move to
the present venue that my lectures have
had enough room that people were neither
sing on the ﬂoor nor standing in the
aisles, and I'm sure that's not just because
they want to see how many pints long my
lecture is!
Incidentally, aer one of the lectures some
years ago, somebody wrote to the RSGB
GM complaining about me drinking beer
while lecturing. Following which, at my
lecture at W9DXCC, the chairman brought
two pints up to me at the start of the
lecture!
So I feel Roger's proposed approach would
be very limiting in terms of general
aracon, and would fail to give a number
of newcomers exposure to joys of HF DXing.
We could maybe do with a lot more on
'DXpile up working and manners', as K1N
was a prime example of EU staons including many G staons (some with older
calls than either Roger's or mine!) showing
appalling pile up operang ability.
Something perhaps Roger could be
persuaded to lecture on? It could prove
very easy to end up with no convenon at
all if we take too narrow a view.

Any changes to your CDXC membership details?
Have you, for example, changed your
Postal address?
E-mail address?
Telephone number?
You can update your records by logging in to the CDXC website: www.cdxc.org.uk.
If you have any problems please advise Secretary Tony, G4LDL, sec@cdxc.org.uk. He can also
advise you of any new passwords to access CMIS.
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NEW

digital mode demodulation
n receiver,
the AOR AR-DV1!
the
AR DV1!

£1199..95
This incredible
e digital voice reciever features
f
wide-band rece
eption
(100kHz - 130
00MHz), multi-mode digital demodulation, mem
mory scan,
all mode analo
og reception and much more!
Not only does the AR-DV1 provide you
o with all these incredib
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features, but itt is also compact and lig
ght in weight.
Waters & Stanton
Web: www.wsplc.com
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Email: sale
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"Outstanding"
- Peter Hart
Our new flagship model
for real DXers

TS-990S
HF/50MHz TRANSCEIVER

receivers for simultaneous reception on two different bands
QDual

developed mixer that helps to achieve +40 dBm IP3
QNewly


1

with five types of newly developed 270 Hz–15 kHz roofing filter
QEquipped


2

DSPs installed in bandscope and main and sub receivers
QDedicated

Watts on HF/6M - Heavy-duty TX capability for prolonged operation
Q200

TFT display configuration allowing an intuitive grasp of conditions
QDual

1,2

Main RX only. 2 plus space for an optional filter

[ Other functions ] • Newly developed dividing PLL that divides high frequencies and achieves a high C/N ratio • Transceiver equipped with ±0.1 ppm TCXO, which
has a high degree of stability yet still conserves energy • Advanced AGC combining digital and analogue technology • Functions for eliminating various types
of interference and noise • Built-in automatic antenna tuner that enables high-speed operation • Twin cooling system that circulate sufficient airflow internally
*Alterations may be made without notice to improve the ratings or the design of the transceiver.
*The photographic and printing processes may cause the coloration of the transceiver to appear different from that of the actual transceiver.

www.kenwoodcommunications.co.uk

FT DX 3000D
HF/50MHz Base Transceiver

The impressive full-colour TFT display in the FTDX3000D not only looks
superb but enables both new and experienced operators to easily access
all the transceivers outstanding features and functions, therefore ensuring
they achieve the superior level of perfomance the FTDX3000D offers.
Our current range of HF transceivers are the result of over 50 years of
research, development and dedication to the amateur radio hobby, which
we continue to support and invest in.
All our new transceivers have a 2 year warranty* and are fully supported
by our authorised dealers and our Yaesu UK Service Centre.
*Terms and conditions apply.

See website for details.

Passionate about our hobby since 1956
www.yaesu.co.uk

Call in to our new SUPERSTORE any Saturday for that EXTRA SPECIAL deal!

Tel: 0345 2300 599
Web: HamRadio.UK

SAFE ONLINE SHOPPING
Shopping online with ML&S is safe
and secure. E&OE

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AND
FACEBOOK

HamRadioUK

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd. Wessex House, Drake Avenue, Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP. E-mail: sales@hamradio.uk
Opening Hours: Mon - Fri: 8.30am to 5.00pm. Sat: 9.30am to 4.30pm. International Tel: +44 1932 567 333

Messi & Paoloni is an Italian
manufacturer, who is relatively unknown
in the UK, but will celebrate its 70th
anniversary in 2016, and has been
producing high-quality coaxial cables
for years and years.

Full range of Messi & Paoloni Low Loss
Professional Coaxial Cable in stock now!

M&P ULTRAFLEX 7. £29.70 for 25m
7.3 LowLoss cable, 50 Ohm, double shielded
ULTRAFLEX 7 is designed similar to the AIRBORNE 5, but has a plastic-coated copper
foil and stranded inner conductors. It is a standard cable for higher performance and with
lower attenuation at 6.9dB for 100 metres at 144MHz. The jacket is made of PVC with UV
protecting coating. Capacity: 3,7kW at 3.5MHz and 0.9kW at 144MHz. Our connectors for
Aircell 7® ﬁt as well.
M&P ULTRAFLEX 10. £42.30 for 25m
10.3mm LowLoss cable, 50 Ohm, “alternative for RG-213”
Standard cable with outer diameter similar to RG-213, but about half attenuation. Notice:
with a cable length of 40m you get out 3dB more than with RG-213 at 70cm band, so twice
the power. This cable is suited for high performance and for use up to GHz range. Design
is similar to AC7 Plus: stranded inner conductors made of soft annealed pure copper,
triple layered air-foamed dielectric, plastic-coated copper foil, copper braid made of 144
wires in 24 spools, outer jacket PVC. Capacity: 7.6kW at 1.8MHz and 2.7kW at 144MHz,
with the buffer mentioned above. 4.74dB attenuation for 100 metres at 144MHz. Our
connectors for Ecoﬂex 10® ﬁt as well.
M&P BroadPro50 double jacket. £54.75 for 25m
12.4mm LowLoss cable, 50 Ohm, double jacket
Here’s a different approach. This cable has a solid inner conductor with 2,7mm diameter,
but this isn’t the main advantage. The trick here is the outer jacket. It is double layered: the
outer layer is made of PVC. The inner layer consist of red polyethylene. Though, watertight
and red. It is red so that you can see damage after ‘misuse’ at ﬁrst glance. If only the
outer layer is damaged: self-amalgamating duct tape or heat shrink sleeve with glue on
the inside applied at the breach, repair done! And if the inner layer is damaged too? Well,
additionally copper braid and copper foil are waxed with parafﬁn-like grease, which also
improves the cable’s ﬂexibility, too.
This cable was designed at the request of a DXpeditions team, who damaged their cables
multiple times by accident when dragging it over sharp rock edges. Maybe you don’t plan
to do a DXpedition, but you could still need it, maybe for ﬁeld day? With its solid inner
conductor and double jacket the cable is very robust. Or you need a cable which can be
buried in the ground or laid in water permanently. Our connectors for Ecoﬂex 10® ﬁt as
well.

Any of our cables can be
ordered in any length you
require. There is a 10%
discount for 100m+.
If you require speciﬁc
lengths then please call.

For more details (and factory video) including their excellent range of
connectors search our website under “ultraﬂex”

E&OE

ML&S Mobile site! Just click HamRadio.UK/mobile from any mobile phone/tablet.

